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1 Introduction
The HP Integrity Superdome 2 servers (HP Superdome 2) are scalable systems based on blade
system architecture. HP Superdome 2 systems support HP nPartitions and HP-UX Virtual Partitions
(vPars v5). This administrator guide describes the steps to plan, create, and manage partitions –
nPartitions and virtual partitions – on an HP Superdome 2 system.
This document is for users who have prior experience in managing nPartitions and virtual partitions
on HP servers.

NOTE: The scope of the document is limited to vPars v5.

Overview
The HP Superdome 2 Onboard Administrator (OA) is the complex management processor,
subsystem, and firmware base used to support the HP Superdome 2 complexes and all the managed
devices included in the complex.
The Onboard Administrator is a single point from which you can perform basic management tasks
on compute enclosures, server blades, I/O expansion enclosures or I/O interconnects within the
complex. The Onboard Administrator helps to perform configuration steps for the complex, enables
run-time management and configuration of the complex components, and informs you about
problems within the complex through email, SNMP, or the Insight Display.
For information on setting up the Onboard Administrator, see the specific HP Superdome 2 User
Service Guide.
The following figure depicts the different ways you can interact with the system to manage partitions.
There are primarily three ways you can do partition management on HP Superdome 2 systems.
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You can manage partitions on HP Superdome 2 systems using the following methods:
• From the OA: The OA Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Command Line Interface (CLI)

support partition management user interfaces.
• From the partitions: The operating system based (Legacy) partition management command

interfaces are supported from the partition OS instance, if these operations are targeted to
that vPar instance. Operations targeting other vPars need explicit authorization using the
“parperm” command (available only from the OA). However, vparstatus does not need explicit
permissions and it can display status of all vPars contained in an nPar, irrespective of which
vPar OS instance it is invoked from.

• From a Central Management System (CMS): The HP Systems Insight Manager (HP SIM) and
other plug-ins from the CMS can be used to manage partitions.

HP Superdome 2 terminology
Table 1 (page 8) lists the terms specific to HP Superdome 2.

Table 1 HP Superdome 2 terminology

DescriptionTerm

On HP Superdome 2 platforms, resources in the complex are identified
by a resource path. The resource path describes the hardware

Resource path

resources in a hierarchy of elements called entities. Each resource
path consists of a hierarchical list of entity numbers. The hierarchy
describes the parent-child relationships. The parent is listed to the left
of the child. Each entity number is relative to the parent. The separator
between the entity numbers is the slash (/) character. For more
information on resource path, see help resourcepath. For example,
the blade 1/2 identifies blade 2 in enclosure 1 of a HP Superdome
2 complex.

LoMs represent the network ports on the blade.LAN on Motherboards (LoMs)

This is the active instance of the Onboard Administrator (OA).Monarch OA

Platforms that have OA based partition management support partition
specifications (parspecs). A parspec is a collection of data that defines

Partition specifications (parspecs)

the configuration of a specific nPartition. It includes the virtual
partitions in the nPartition if the customer has defined any virtual
partitions. For more information on partition specifications, see
“Partition specifications (parspec)” (page 27).

This is the Onboard Administrator instance that can perform the role
of the Active or Monarch OA in the event of a failure of the Monarch
OA.

Standby/Redundant OA

A socket on HP Superdome 2 represents the Field Replacable
processing unit on a blade. Each socket presents 4 CPU-cores.

Socket

A unit that contains CPU-cores, memory and onboard Network
Interface cards (NICs). A blade is the equivalent of a cell (in cell-based

Blades

platforms) in terms of being the unit of assignment for defining
nPartitions.

A unit that can be added to an HP Superdome 2 complex to add I/O
slots to the complex. An IOX provides upto 12 PCIe slots.

IOX / I/O Bay

The unit that hosts either a blade or an IO Bay in an HP Superdome
2 complex.

Enclosure
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2 Partitioning in HP Superdome 2
Onboard Administrator and Partition Management

This chapter provides information on managing partitions – hard partitions (nPartitions) and virtual
partitions (vPars v5) – using the Onboard Administrator.
The OA supports both a GUI as well as a CLI. You can log in to the OA GUI by entering the
appropriate URL in the web browser. The URL must include the hostname or IP address of the OA.
Partitions on HP Superdome 2 systems support HP-UX 11i v3 operating environments.
The OA GUI enables you to manage nPartitions and vPars. The OA GUI runs on OA hardware,
and enables you to completely manage an HP Superdome 2 system, including managing nPartitions
and vPars, from a single interface. The OA GUI replaces the Partition Manager application in the
legacy superdome.
For detailed information about using the OA GUI, see the HP Superdome 2 Onboard Administrator
User Guide. For information about using the OA CLI, see the HP Superdome 2 Onboard
Administrator Command Line Interface User Guide.

Accessing the OA
You can configure and manage partitions using the Onboard Partition Manager.
The Onboard Partition Manager is a set of tools integrated with the HP Superdome 2 Onboard
Administrator. The tools consist of both command line and graphical user interfaces. The Onboard
Administrator Partition Management GUI replaces the legacy ParMgr GUI which ran on an operating
system in a partition. The Onboard Partition Manager tools are a complete set of nPartition and
vPar management tools providing nPartition and vPar administration capabilities as well as many
other enhancements over ParMgr. The OA GUI is accessible from the partition side through SMH.

OA CLI
To launch the OA CLI:
1. Access the OA CLI by using a telnet or an ssh connection to the OA address.
2. Enter the OA Administrator password.

NOTE: The original Administrator password is available on a sticker on the OA module.

3. Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

OA GUI
To access the OA GUI:
1. Open a browser and type the URL: https://<OA address>>. Figure 1 (page 10) shows the

Onboard Administrator login screen.
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Figure 1 OA GUI Login Screen

2. Enter the OA Administrator password.

NOTE: The original Administrator password is available on a sticker on the OA module.

Managing Partitions – basics
The partition management architecture on HP Superdome 2 is designed to adapt to the new
hardware and firmware architecture. This OA-based architecture supports integrated nPartition
and virtual partitioning. nPartitions can be further subdivided using virtual partitions. You interact
with both partition types in the same way. User interfaces for routine operations such as boot,
shutdown, and reset are common across vPars and nPartitions, and are available from both the
OA user interfaces. Each virtual partition has a separate console and presents the UEFI Shell just
like an nPartition. Operating System (OS) install operations and OS boot methods for an nPartition
and a virtual partition are the same. The core of partition management functionality now resides
on the management processor or OA.
A partition is identified by its unique number and name. The range of partition numbers for
nPartitions is 1 to 255, and the range of partition numbers for virtual partitions is 1 to 255. Partition
numbers cannot be modified but the name can be changed. nPartition names must be unique within
a complex, and virtual partition names must be unique within an nPartition. Both nPartitions and
virtual partitions have a state and a run-state. A state can be active or inactive. The runstates of
an nPartition or vPar are described in “Partition State and RunStates” (page 24).

NOTE: The terms “nPartition” or “nPar” and “virtual partition” or “vPar” are interchangeably
used throughout the document.

nPartitions
An nPartition is a hard partition that contains one or more blades, and zero or more I/O bays.
nPartitions can run a single OS (either a standalone OS or an HPVM host), or can be divided into
virtual partitions. An nPartition on an HP Superdome 2 system is similar to an nPartition on cell
based servers. On HP Superdome 2, you can create an nPartition without assigning any resources
(no blade or I/O bay resources assigned). However, you must assign resources to such an nPartition
before it can be activated or powered on for use. An nPartition provides electrical isolation.
You can use the OA to perform the following nPartition functions:
• Create a new nPartition.

• Modify an existing nPartition.
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• Boot an existing nPartition.

• Remove an nPartition.

• Rename an nPartition.

• Reset an nPartition.

• Assign and unassign resources such as blades and I/O bays.
You can define many possible configurations for an nPartition complex, and then control the
configurations or partitions that can exist at any given point in time. This is possible by using
partition specifications. You can use partition specification as a mechanism to store the definition
of a partition. This is like a 'plan' for the nPartition, and contains your inputs regarding the definition
of an nPartition including the definition of all the virtual partitions that are in it. An nPartition can
have more than one specification: that is, multiple partition specifications can be associated with
the same partition number. This enables you to create and save multiple definitions for any nPartition.
You can create, modify, remove, copy, rename, and list the partition specifications.

NOTE: All the partition commands are also available from HP-UX running in a partition.

Virtual Partitions (vPars)
A vPar is a fine-grained firmware subset of a hard partition (nPartition) where each virtual partition
can run an independent instance of HP-UX. An nPartition can contain a maximum of 16 virtual
partitions. You can assign the resources available in the nPartition to the virtual partitions. In HP
Superdome 2 systems, you can assign CPU cores, memory (interleaved (ILM) and socket local
(SLM)), and I/O. In the complex there are maximum of 32 vPars.
You can use the OA to perform the following functions related to virtual partitions:
• Create a new vPar.

• Modify an existing vPar.

• Boot an existing vPar.

• Remove a vPar.

• Rename a vPar.

• Reset a vPar.

• Assign and un-assign resources such as memory, CPU, and I/O.
The OA supports the following virtual partition commands – vparcreate, vparmodify, vparremove,
vparboot, vparreset, and vparstatus.
For information about the new partition features in HP Superdome 2 and to learn the differences
between implementation of partitioning in HP Superdome 2 and in the older systems, see the
technical white paper New Features in Superdome 2 Partition Management.

Commands: Partition Help pages
The purpose of Partition Help pages is to describe Partition concepts and how to perform common
Partition tasks. For more information on the Partition commands, including description, syntax, all
the command line options, and the required state of a partition for each command, see the Partition
Help pages.
On the OA, use the help command to access the Help pages. For example, at the OA prompt,
run help vparcreate to display the help text for vparcreate. On the OS, use the man command
to display the corresponding manpage. For example, run man vparcreate to display the
vparcreate manpage.
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NOTE:
— Run the help command at the OA prompt, to view the current list of Partition Help pages.

— The Partition Help pages are:

◦ nPartition Commands
parcreate, parmodify, pardefault, parremove, parstatus, and parperm

◦ vPartition Commands
vparcreate, vparmodify, vparreset, vparremove, vparstatus, vparresources, resourcepath
and vecheck

◦ vparresources and resourcepath are not commands. vparresources provides an overview
of the vPar assignable resources in the complex and resourcepath provides an overview
of the resourcepath specifications for the complex resources in various forms.

Commands: Partition commands logging
On the OA, the Partition commands executed are logged into the OA syslog file. The contents of
the OA syslog file is displayed by show syslog OA at the OA prompt. On the OS side, the
Partition commands executed from the HP-UX shell are logged to the local syslog file (the syslog
file of the partition from which the partition command was executed).

Log file location and log format
The default syslog file on HP-UX systems is/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log.
The format of the log entries is
date hostname vPars_command_name[pid]: user username: vPars_command_line_text
date hostname vPars_command_name[pid]: exit status exit_status
where:
• vPars_command_name is the name of the vPars command that sends messages to syslog.

• username is the name returned by getlogin(). If no username is given by getlogin(),
the effective username or ID will be used.

• vPars_command_line_text is the vPars command line text as typed by the user.

• pid is the Process ID of the command invocation. The PIDs shown will be the same for both
the command invocation syslog entry and the exit status syslog entry. This allows matching
the exit status with its corresponding command invocation.

Below are examples of vPars syslog entries.
Oct 29 19:47:47 Oslo2 vparmodify[2962]: user root: /sbin/vparmodify -p Oslo3 -a cpu::1
Oct 29 19:47:47 Oslo2 vparmodify[2962]: exit status 1

Cases where no logging occurs
You can access the syslog file contents using the show syslog OA command from the OA prompt.
Logging does not occur in the following cases (and no changes are made):
• A non-root user in an OS attempting a Partition command.
• Syntax, usage, or other Partition commands errors.
• Commands which do not affect the state of the other partitions such as parstatus,

vparstatus and vecheck.
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Cases where logging occurs
Logging occurs when the commands either change or affect the state of partitions.
The commands include parcreate, parmodify, parremove, vparboot, vparcreate,
vparenv, vparremove, vparmodify, and vparreset.

Constraints and restrictions to logging
• The command line text will be logged on only the partition from which the command was

executed. The logging of the command will not be duplicated to the target syslog file (the
syslog file of the target partition.
For example, if the vparmodify command is executed from vPar1 with the target partition
as vPar2 (vparmodify -p vPar2 ...), the syslog entries will appear in the log file of
vPar1; they will not be logged in the log file of vPar2.

• The command line text for partition commands executed from the OS is not duplicated in the
syslog of the OA. The OA syslog reflects only the commands run from OA. The OS syslog
reflects only commands run from the OS.

• Error messages from the failure of a partition command execution are logged in the OA syslog.

Ordering and licensing
This section describes the ordering and licensing of the HP-UX Virtual Partitions software and the
software that runs within the vPars (the HP-UX 11i Operating Environment, and the HP-UX 11i
application software).

nPartitions licensing
nPartitions do not require licensing.
When you license a software product to run on an HP server, you might need to provide machine
or system details to the software vendor as part of the software registration process.
This section describes how to obtain the information you might need when licensing non-HP software
to run on an HP Superdome 2 server.
For complete information about software product licensing, refer to the company that manufactures
or sells the software you plan to use.

Virtual Partitions licensing
On HP Integrity Superdome 2 servers, the HP-UX Virtual Partitions product that enables you to
manage vPars from HP-UX is sold on a per-socket licensing basis. Therefore, you purchase the
same quantity of this product as the number of active sockets in your nPartitions (or non-nPartitioned
server) that runs vPars. If you purchase additional processing sockets, you must also purchase the
corresponding number of per-socket licenses of vPars.
You can purchase vPars:
1. As part of the HP-UX 11i v3 Virtual Server environment-OE (VSE-OE)
2. As part of the HP-UX 11i v3 Data Center-OE (DC-OE)
3. As part of the Insight Dynamics – VSE Suite
4. Or stand-alone, as T1335DC (software product bundle)

NOTE: HP Integrity servers running the new HP sx3000 chipset are quad core (4 cores per
processor or per socket), but HP-UX licensing is per socket or per processor. Therefore, one per
socket software license is required for each quad-core processor. The processor and the socket
represent a processing unit, and includes 4 cores.

Ordering and licensing 13



Though vPars can be created from the OA without purchasing a vPar license, HP does not support
such configurations. Attempting to boot HP-UX in a vPar without installing a licensed copy of vPars
software can cause unpredictable behavior and must be avoided.

Related software licensing
Customers can purchase the HP-UX OS or the application software that runs within vPars, using
the following options:
1. Per nPartition Licensing: allows licensing of the HP-UX 11i software to be based on the number

of active processors in the nPartition.
2. HP-UX 11i Software Virtualization Licensing: allows customers to purchase software licenses

for the maximum number of sockets that software is planned or configured to be run on.
For more information on HP-UX software licensing, including Virtualization Licensing for HP-UX,
see: http://h71028.www7.hp.com/enterprise/us/en/os/hpux11i-oe-software-licensing.html?
jumpid=reg_R1002_USEN

Ordering vPars
While vPars is available as a standalone layered product, HP recommends that you purchase it
as part of the VSE-OE (Virtual Server Environment OE) or the DC-OE (Data Center OE). The OEs
provide the highest level of integration, robust management and ease of use for an HP-UX virtualized
environment, and saves the cost of buying individual layered products. vPars is also available as
part of the Insight Dynamics Virtual Server Environment for Integrity.

nPartition and Virtual Partition unique identifiers
• Unique Machine (Complex) Identifier

/usr/bin/getconf _CS_MACHINE_IDENT

• Unique nPartition Identifier
/usr/bin/getconf _CS_PARTITION_IDENT

• Unique Virtual Partition Identifier
/usr/bin/getconf _CS_PARTITION_IDENT

• Machine (Complex) Serial Number
/usr/bin/getconf _CS_MACHINE_SERIAL and /usr/sbin/parstatus -X

• Server (Complex) Product Number
/usr/sbin/parstatus -X

• Machine (Complex) Hardware Model
/usr/bin/getconf MACHINE_MODEL and /usr/bin/model

• HP-UX Version and Installed Bundles
For the HP-UX version: /usr/bin/uname -r
For all bundles installed: /usr/sbin/swlist -l bundle

NOTE: Use the getconf command or the confstr() call to obtain the unique identifiers. Do
not use the uname -i command, which does not report unique IDs for nPartition systems.

To guarantee compatibility on current and future platforms, use the interfaces to getconf(1) and
confstr(3C) to retrieve unique machine identifiers. These interfaces and the commands listed below
are available from the HP-UX operating system running in the nPartition or vPar.
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The interfaces include the _CS_PARTITION_IDENT and _CS_MACHINE_IDENT parameters:

• For a nPartition-specific or a virtual partition-specific unique ID, use this command:
/usr/bin/getconf _CS_PARTITION_IDENT

The unique partition identifier value for a virtual partition environment has virtual
partition-specific data added that does not appear for an equivalent non-vPars environment.
See the examples that follow.

• For a complex-specific unique ID use this command:
/usr/bin/getconf _CS_MACHINE_IDENT

Example 1 Determining if an OS instance is running on Superdome 2 hardware

Example 1 illustrates how the 'model' and 'getconf' commands can be used to determine whether
an OS is running on Superdome 2 hardware.

# /usr/bin/getconf MACHINE_MODEL
ia64 hp Superdome2 16s
# /usr/bin/model
ia64 hp Superdome2 16s

In both the examples, the presence of “Superdome 2” in the output string indicates that the nPartition
or virtual partition is running on a Superdome 2 complex.

Example 2 Unique IDs for an nPartition and Complex

Example 2 shows the nPartition-unique and complex-unique IDs returned by the getconf command,
and the local nPartition number and machine serial number.
# parstatus -w
The local partition number is 1. 
# /usr/bin/getconf _CS_PARTITION_IDENT
Z3e02955673f9f7c9_P1
# /usr/bin/getconf _CS_MACHINE_IDENT
Z3e02955673f9f7c9
# /usr/bin/getconf _CS_MACHINE_SERIAL
USR2024FP1
# 

Example 3 Unique IDs for Virtual Partitions (vPars)

Example 3 shows the virtual partition unique ID returned by the getconf command, the local
nPartition number, and the current virtual partition name.
# parstatus -w
The local partition number is 0. 
# vparstatus -w
The current virtual partition is Shad.
# getconf _CS_PARTITION_IDENT
Z3e0ec8e078cd3c7b_P0_V00
# 

For more information on virtual partitions, see “Installing or Removing the vPars product from the
OS” (page 117).
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3 Getting started with nPartitions
HP Superdome 2 with sx3000 processors uses c-Class technology for the architecture of the system.
The HP Superdome 2 is managed by an OA with enhanced firmware. The OA has partitioning
capabilities, both for hard partitions (nPartition) and for virtual partitions (vPar). You can manage
the nPartitions and vPars through the OA without installing the software on any disk. Partitions can
also be managed from the OS's in the partitions (nPartition or vPar). The same set of commands
as in legacy servers can be used to manage partitions on HP Superdome 2 servers.
This chapter addresses the following topics:

• “Administration tool for nPartitions” (page 16)

• “nPartition resources” (page 17)

• “nPartition properties” (page 19)

• “Blade resource attributes” (page 20)

• “Operating system specific default values for nPartition attributes” (page 24)

• “Partition State and RunStates” (page 24)

• “Support for partition discovery at run-time” (page 26)

• “Partition specifications (parspec)” (page 27)

Administration tool for nPartitions
The administration tool for nPartitions is the OA, which provides a graphical user interface and a
command-line interface. This section discusses the following topics:

• “Onboard Partition Manager” (page 16)

• “Commands for configuring nPartitions” (page 16)

Onboard Partition Manager
The Onboard Partition Manager is a set of tools integrated with the HP Superdome 2 Onboard
Administrator. The tools in the Onboard Partition Manager enables you to configure both nPartitions
and virtual partitions. These tools replace the legacy tools for partition configuration (ParMgr for
nPartitions and vparmgr for virtual partitions). The Onboard Partition Manager tools are enhanced
over the previous tools. The OA GUI can be launched either from the OA or from an operating
system instance via the HP System Management Homepage (SMH).

Commands for configuring nPartitions
You can use the nPartition commands within an instance of HP-UX to create, modify, monitor, and
remove nPartitions within the privileges granted via parperm (with the exception of parperm,
which is available only from the OA).
Table 14 lists the nPartition configuration commands.

NOTE: To execute partition commands from the operating system, you must have root user
access.

Table 2 nPartition Commands

DescriptionCommand

Creates a new nPartition. For more information, see help parcreate .parcreate

Displays or changes default values of certain nPartition attributes. For more information, see help
pardefault.

pardefault
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Table 2 nPartition Commands (continued)

DescriptionCommand

Modifies an existing nPartition. For more information, see help parmodify.parmodify

Configures partition configuration privilege for nPartitions and vPars . For more information, see help
parperm.

parperm

NOTE: The parperm command is available only from the onboard administrator.

Removes an existing nPartition. For more information, see help parremove.parremove

Displays nPartition information and hardware details for a server complex. For more information,
see help parstatus.

parstatus

nPartition resources
On an HP Superdome 2 system, you can create or manage nPartitions, assigning them the following
resources:

• Blade
A blade consists of CPUs, memory, blade I/O (which includes LAN on Motherboard (LoM)
modules and iLO).

• I/O Bay
An I/O Bay includes six PCIe slots.

You can view the number of resources on an HP Superdome 2 system using the parstatus
command in the OA CLI. The following is the output of a sample parstatus command:
parstatus
NOTE: No action specified. Default behavior is display all.

[Complex]

Complex Name: Complex1
Complex UUID: FFFFFFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFFFFFFFFFF
Complex Capacity
  Compute Enclosure: 1
  IO Enclosure: 8
Monarch OA Location: 1
Model: N/A
Original Serial Number: Unset
Current Product Order Number: AH353A
OEM Manufacturer: N/A
Total number of partitions present: 1

[Enclosure]
Enclosure   Enclosure  Num      Num     Bay     Enclosure
Num         Type       Blades IOBays Slots   Name
=========   =========  ======   ======  =====   =========
1           Compute    8        0       8       stanley
5           IO         0        2       2        -
6           IO         0        2       2        -
7           IO         0        2       2        -
8           IO         0        2       2        -
8           IO         0        2       2        -
9           IO         0        2       2        -
10          IO         0        2       2        -
11          IO         0        2       2        -
12          IO         0        2       2        -

[Blade]

Enclosure/ Blade          Usage/                  CPU         Memory            Use  Par Pending
Blade      Product Name   Status*                 OK/         (GB)              On   Num Deletion
                                                  Indicted/   OK/               Next
                                                  Deconf/Max  Indicted/Deconf   Boot
========== ============== ======================= =========== ================= ==== === ========
1/1        CB900s i4      Active Base /I D        16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no
1/2        CB900s i4      Active Base /OK         16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no
1/3        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/4        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/5        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/6        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/7        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/8        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted
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[IOBay]

Enclosure/  Usage/                Par   Pending
IOBay       Status*               Num   Deletion
==========  ====================== ===  ========
5/1         Inactive /OK           -    -
5/2         Inactive /OK           -    -
6/1         Inactive /OK           -    -
6/2         Inactive /OK           -    -
7/1         Inactive /OK           -    -
7/2         Inactive /OK           -    -
8/1         Inactive /OK           -    -
8/2         Inactive /OK           -    -
9/1         Empty /INVALID         -    -
9/2         Empty /INVALID         -    -
10/1        Empty /INVALID         -    -
10/2        Empty /INVALID         -    -
11/1        Empty /INVALID         -    -
11/2        Empty /INVALID         -    -
12/1        Empty /INVALID         -    -
12/2        Empty /INVALID         -    -

* D-Deconfigured I-Indicted

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
1   Active /EFI             D       2      0      8.0/56.0      nPar0001                                      

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

In addition to providing the resource information, the parstatus command displays the existing
nPartitions.

Assigned or unassigned blades and I/O bays
Each blade in a server complex is either assigned to one of the nPartitions in the complex, or
unassigned. If a blade or an I/O bay is unassigned, it is not used by any nPartition. Blades and
I/O bays that are unassigned are considered to be available resources; they can be assigned to
any of the existing nPartitions, or can be used to create new nPartitions.
You can assign a blade to an nPartition or unassign a blade from the nPartition using the
parcreate or the parmodify commands. For more information, see help parcreate and
help parmodify.

Active and inactive blades
Blades that are assigned to an nPartition and have been booted are active blades whose resources
(processors, memory, and on-board I/O) can be actively used by software running in the nPartition.
Blades that are Inactive are either not assigned to an nPartition (recognized by the empty Par
Num field against the blades in the parstatus command output) or are assigned to an nPartition
that is not yet powered on (partition status Inactive/DOWN in the parstatus command output).
Blades assigned to an nPartition are powered only when the partition to which they are assigned
are powered on or activated. A blade might show up as Inactive while being part of an nPartition
that has been powered on, if the user has set the use_on_next_boot attribute of the blade to
be false.

I/O Enclosures and I/O bays
HP Superdome 2 I/O expansion enclosures (IOX enclosures) contain two bays, each of which can
be independently assigned to nPartitions. I/O bays are not directly attached to blades on HP
Superdome 2 servers. The I/O bays in an IOX can be assigned to any nPartition, thus allowing
more flexible I/O assignments. The resource path format to specify an I/O bay is
IO_enclosure#/iobay#. I/O bays are assigned using the -a
io:enclosure#/iobay#:[use_on_next_boot] option of the parcreate and parmodify
commands.
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NOTE: An I/O enclosure can be shared across nPartitions running either CB900s i2 blade or
CB900s i4 blades by assigning each I/O bay independently to different partitions.

NOTE: There are some I/O slots on the blade itself. These are two dual-port LAN on Motherboard
modules (LoMs) and the iLO port of the blade. The LoMs are assigned slot numbers 4 and 5. The
blade USB or VGA is assigned slot number 6. The iLO is assigned slot number 7.

Finding the resource path of I/O
Use the OA CLI or UEFI Shell commands to locate the resource path of your blade-based I/O
components and I/O bay-based I/O slots. Using the HP Superdome 2 OA, run the parstatus
–c {enclosure#/blade#} –V command. For example, the parstatus -c1/2 -V command
reports the path of the LoMs on blade 2 in enclosure 1. Using the UEFI shell, the info io command
returns all of the resource paths to all I/O. The following is a sample output of the info io
command for a dual ported LoM (enclosure 1, blade 2, I/O slot 5):
 1/2/5 04/80 00/00 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control
 1/2/5 04/80 00/01 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control

For the same LoMs, the resource path listing that uses the parstatus -c1/2 is shown below.
LAN on Motherboard NICs are numbered 4 and 5:

RP Path     Slot      Slot Type  Status
=========== ========= ========== =======
1/2/0/0/0   1/2/4     Lan        OK
1/2/0/0/2   1/2/5     Lan        OK

nPartition properties
This section describes the commonly used nPartition properties you work with when performing
the nPartition administration tasks:

• “Partition names” (page 19)

• “Partition numbers” (page 19)

• “Hyperthreading” (page 19)

• “Socket Local Memory” (page 20)

Partition names
Specifies the name of the nPartition. The parcreate —P name command is used to create an
nPartition with a name associated with it. An nPartition name must have at least one of the following
non-numeric characters: a-z, A-Z, dash (-), under-score (_), or period (.). An nPartition name with
the same format as the default name can only be specified if the specified name matches the nPar
number. If name is not specified either through the -p or -P options, a default name of the format
nParNNNN is given to the nPartition (where, NNNN is a 4 digit nPartition number).

Partition numbers
Specifies the number of the nPartition. The parcreate —p number command is used to create
an nPartition with a number associated with it. If -p number is not specified, an nPartition number
is automatically assigned to the created nPartition. Valid partition numbers range from 1 to 255.

Hyperthreading
Hyperthreading technology delivers thread-level parallelism on each processor core resulting in
efficient use of processor resources—higher processing throughput and improved performance on
multi-threaded software. Hyperthreading is enabled by default in an nPartition running on HP
Superdome 2 servers.
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NOTE: Hyperthreading was not enabled by default on legacy systems.

Enabling or disabling Hyperthreading on HP Superdome 2 using the GUI
To enable or disable hyperthreading on HP Superdome 2 using the GUI:
1. Log into the OA GUI.
2. Select the nPartition in the System and Devices tab.
3. Click Modify nPartition.
4. Click Advanced Settings.
5. Check or clear Enable Hyperthreading.
6. Click Apply.
Hyperthreading is enabled or disabled depending on whether you check or clear the Enable
Hyperthreading option.

Enabling or disabling Hyperthreading on HP Superdome 2 using the CLI
To enable hyperthreading on HP Superdome 2, run the following command:
parmodify -p <nParId> -T y

To disable hyperthreading on HP Superdome 2, run the following command:
parmodify -p <nParId> -T n

Where, nParId can be either the nPar name or the nPar number.

NOTE: After hyperthreading is enabled for an nPartition, it is still necessary to configure the
operating system of that partition to use it. For HP-UX, this means changing the value of the kernel
parameter lcpu_attr to 1.

Socket Local Memory
On the HP Superdome 2 systems, memory controllers are associated with the processor sockets.
Locality-specific resources such as memory and CPUs, which were assignable as cell-specific
resources on legacy systems are now socket-specific resources. Therefore, the locality-specific
memory in an HP Superdome 2 system is referred to as a Socket Local Memory (SLM) and the
locality-specific processor cores are referred to as Socket Local Processors (SLP).
SLM can be specified as a blade resource attribute when creating nPartitions. The remaining
available memory after specifying SLM is specified automatically as Interleaved Memory (ILM).
For more information, see “Blade resource attributes” (page 20).

Blade resource attributes
With HP Superdome 2 nPartitions, blade attributes are specified using the parcreate and
parmodify commands.
The blade resource attributes are:
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• blade_path
Specifies the blade resource path. It can be specified in short, medium, or long format. For
example, the blade located in enclosure 1, slot 3 is identified in the short format as 1/3, in
the medium format as blade:1/3, or in the long format as enclosure1/blade3.

• blade_type
Specifies the type of the blade. At initial release, the only valid blade_type value for blades
is base.

• use_on_next_boot
Specifies whether the blade participates in the next reboot. The valid values for
use_on_next_boot are:

Participates in reboot. This is the default value.y

Does not participate in reboot.n

• failure_usage
This field is used by the system firmware when an nPartition is booted. If a CPU self-test failure
or a DIMM de-allocation failure occurs during blade activation, this flag is used by the system
firmware to determine whether or not, and the manner in which the blade must be integrated
into the nPartition at boot time. The valid failure_usage values for blades are:

Reactivates with memory interleave. Specifies to integrate the blade as it
would normally be integrated. This is the default value.

ri

Reactivates the nPartition with the blade excluded from activation.deconfig

• slm_value
Specifies the amount of memory that will be configured as SLM for the blade. An slm_value
specified using the -a or -c option takes precedence over the slm_value specified using
the -L option. The slm_value specified by the -L option is applied to all the blades for
which an slm_value is not specified with the -a or -c options. If slm_value is not specified,
the operating system specific default is applied. The size of SLM allocated is the best attempt
to meet the user requested value. In addition, some amount of ILM might be allocated even
when 100% SLM is requested. The slm_value can be expressed in the following forms:

◦ As a percentage
The percent number can be any number in the range 0 to 100 with the % suffix. The
number is rounded up to 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%, 75%, 87%, or 100%. If
the blade contains less than 4 GB memory, the percentage will be rounded to 25%, 50%,
75% or 100%. The specified percentage is applied each time the nPartition boots, thus
resulting in a different value if the working memory in the blade is different. For example,
a blade in an nPartition has 8 GB memory and the user specifies 50% SLM. When the
nPartition boots, 4 GB of that blade’s memory will be used as SLM. Consider that the
user shuts down the nPartition, and adds 8 GB memory to that blade. When the nPartition
is booted again, the blade has 16 GB of memory; so 8 GB (50%) is allocated as SLM.

◦ As an absolute number (default)
This can also be optionally suffixed by "GB". The slm_value is interpreted as an absolute
number of gigabytes of memory. Numbers other than integers and halves are rounded
up to the nearest 0.5 GB. For example, 2.5 GB will not be rounded up. However, 2.3
GB will be rounded up to 2.5 GB. For example, a blade in an nPartition has 8 GB memory
and the user specifies 4 GB SLM. When the nPartition boots, 4 GB of that blade’s memory
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will be used as SLM. Consider that the user shuts down the nPartition, and adds 8 GB
memory to that blade. When the nPartition is booted again, the blade will have 16 GB
of memory, but the SLM will still be 4 GB.

Example denoting the maximum SLM (each blade containing 16 GB of memory) being specified
during parcreate, one as absolute value and the other as percentage:

parcreate -p1 -a blade:1/5::::16GB -a blade:1/7::::100%
Command Succeeded.
parstatus -p1 -V

[Partition]

Partition Number                      : 1
Partition Name                        : nPar0001
Current Parspec Name                  : ps0001
Parspec Name at next boot             : -
State                                 : Active
RunState                              : EFI
OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
OS Type at next boot                  : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
Hyper Threading at next boot          : Enabled
Active ILO                            : -
Firmware Revision                     : 3.6.44
Total Good Memory Size                : 64.0 GB
Total Memory Available                : 64.0 GB
Total Interleave Memory               : 8.0 GB
Total SLM                             : 56.0 GB
SLM at next boot                      : 56.0 GB
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
ILM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
Max number of ILM granules possible   : 1024
Max number of SLM granules possible   : 1024
User Specified Max number of blades   : 8
Max number of blades at next boot     : 8
User Specified Max number of vpars    : 16
Max number of vpars at next boot      : 16
Current boot mode                     : npars
Next boot mode                        : npars
Core Intended Active                  : 0
Parspec Change Policy                 : Enabled
VGA                                   : Enabled
VGA next boot mode                    : Enabled
Pending Deletion                      : no
parstatus -C
[Blade]

Enclosure/ Blade          Usage/                  CPU         Memory            Use  Par Pending
Blade      Product Name   Status*                 OK/         (GB)              On   Num Deletion
                                                  Indicted/   OK/               Next
                                                  Deconf/     Indicted/         Boot
                                                  Max         Deconf
========== ============== ======================= =========== ================= ==== === ========
1/1        CB900s i4      Active Base /I D        16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no
1/2        CB900s i4      Active Base /OK         16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

parstatus -I

[IOBay]
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Enclosure/ Usage/                  Par Pending
IOBay      Status*                 Num Deletion
========== ======================= === ========

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

Example denoting a portion (10 GB from blade-1/5, 60% equals to 9.6 GB getting rounded to
10 GB from blade-1/7) of the total memory being specified for SLM, the rest gets applied to ILM:

parcreate -p1 -a blade:1/5::::10GB -a blade:1/7::::60%
Command Succeeded.
parstatus -p1 -V

[Partition]

Partition Number                      : 1
Partition Name                        : nPar0001
Current Parspec Name                  : ps0001
Parspec Name at next boot             : -
State                                 : Active
RunState                              : EFI
OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
OS Type at next boot                  : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
Hyper Threading at next boot          : Enabled
Active ILO                            : -
Firmware Revision                     : 3.6.44
Total Good Memory Size                : 64.0 GB
Total Memory Available                : 64.0 GB
Total Interleave Memory               : 8.0 GB
Total SLM                             : 56.0 GB
SLM at next boot                      : 56.0 GB
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
ILM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
Max number of ILM granules possible   : 1024
Max number of SLM granules possible   : 1024
User Specified Max number of blades   : 8
Max number of blades at next boot     : 8
User Specified Max number of vpars    : 16
Max number of vpars at next boot      : 16
Current boot mode                     : npars
Next boot mode                        : npars
Core Intended Active                  : 0
Parspec Change Policy                 : Enabled
VGA                                   : Enabled
VGA next boot mode                    : Enabled
Pending Deletion                      : no

parstatus -C
[Blade]

Enclosure/ Blade          Usage/             CPU         Memory       Use  Par Pending
Blade      Product Name   Status*            OK/         (GB)         On   Num Deletion
                                             Indicted/   OK/          Next
                                             Deconf/     Indicted/    Boot
                                             Max         Deconf
========== ============== ================= =========== ============= ==== === ========
1/1        CB900s i4      Active Base /I D  16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0  yes  1   no
1/2        CB900s i4      Active Base /OK   16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0  yes  1   no

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted
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NOTE: On SD2, for an nPar in npar mode, nPars are created with a default ILM/SLM distribution
of 1:7 when no value is specified for SLM. For an nPar created in vpar mode, the default value of
SLM will be 0% and ILM will be 100%. For more information, see “Modes: Switching between
nPars and vPars Modes ”.

Operating system specific default values for nPartition attributes
When an nPartition is created for a specific operating system type, the default values specific to
that operating system type are applied to the nPartition attributes. By default, hyperthreading is
enabled when nPartitions are created to run HP-UX. The default attribute values are applied without
a need for user intervention. The partition management software applies pre-determined OS specific
defaults when you create a partition for a specific operating system type. However, there is also
support for a new pardefault command, which displays the operating system specific attribute
values and allows users to change them if needed:

pardefault
[Original Defaults]

Parcon Default OS Type                : HPUX_11iV3

OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
SLM Percentage                        : 87.50%
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
VGA                                   : Enabled

[Current Defaults]

Parcon Default OS Type                : HPUX_11iV3

OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Disabled
SLM Percentage                        : 50.00%
ILM granule size                      : 2048 MB
SLM granule size                      : 8192 MB
VGA                                   : Disabled

Partition State and RunStates
Each nPartition has a State, and a RunState. The nPartition state indicates whether the nPartition
has booted and represents the power state of nPartition.
The nPartition runstate indicates the state of the nPartition with respect to OS instances. For more
information on RunState, see “RunStates” (page 26).
The nPartitions have one of the following states:
• Active nPartition

• Inactive nPartition

• Unknown
Active nPartition
An nPartition is active when a poweron operation is initiated on the nPartition and the firmware
boot process is started.
Inactive nPartition
An nPartition is considered inactive when it is not powered on. An nPartition is in inactive state
after it has been created or shut down.
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Unknown
An nPartition may report a Partition State of Unknown and RunState of DETACHED after an OA
restart. This state is possible when the firmware is not able to identify the correct nPartition state
due to internal firmware errors at OA startup. The state is persistent and can only be cleared by
force powering off the nPartition from the OA. A partition in this state will not accept any partition
operation for the nPartition or the virtual partitions, except parstatus, vparstatus and force poweroff.
Any active OS instances continue to run unhindered even when the nPartition is in Unknown state.
If any attempts are made to issue partition administration operations, the following error occurs:
Error: Partition state unavailable due to firmware errors. All OS instances running in this partition
will continue unimpacted. NOTE: To clear this partition state, shutdown all OS instances and force
poweroff the partition from the OA.
To clear this state:
1. Shutdown all OS instances in the nPartition
2. Force poweroff the nPartition from the OA
3. Poweron the nPartition from the OA
This is an example of parstatus output for a partition in DETACHED state:
parstatus -P
[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
1   Unknown/DETACHED        OK      1      2      10.0/84.0    nPar0001

To activate an inactive nPartition, either use the poweron command on the OA CLI, or the
Momentary Press button on the Virtual Devices tab on the nPartition page in the OA GUI.
To make an active partition inactive, use the poweroff command on the OA.
To list all the nPartitions and their boot states and run states (active or inactive states), use the
parstatus -P command on the OA CLI.
parstatus -P
[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
1   Active /EFI             D       3      1      2.0/14.0      nPar0001        
2   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      0      0.0/16.0      nPar0002        
3   Inactive /DOWN          OK      3      0      0.0/0.0       nPar0003        

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

To list all the nPartitions and their boot states in the OA GUI, use the Complex nPartition Summary
page.

Figure 2 nPartition Summary Information
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RunStates
The partition runstates displayed by the status commands and GUI display the actual state of the
partition varying from a firmware boot state to a state where an operating system has successfully
booted in a partition. Table 3 (page 26) lists the runstates for an nPartition.

Table 3 RunStates for nPartition

DescriptionRunstate

The partition is inactive and powered off.DOWN

A boot operation has been initiated for this partition.ACTIVATING

The boot process is in the firmware boot phase for this partition and the partition has
transitioned into the active status.

FWBOOT

The partition is at the EFI shell.EFI

The boot process has started booting the operating system in this partition.OSBOOT

The OS in this partition is booted and running.UP

A shutdown/reboot/reset operation has been initiated on this partition.SHUT

The partition is being deactivated (powered down) as part of a shutdown or reboot
operation.

DEACTIVATING1

A partition reset is in progress.RESETTING 1

A machine check (MCA) has occurred in the partition and is being processed.MCA 1

An INIT ( or TOC) operation on the partition is being processed.INIT

This is a partition definition in an alternate parspec.ALT_DEFINED

The nPartition is either running or is ready to run virtual partitions.RUN_VPARS

The status is not known. This may reflect an error condition or a transitionary state while
partition states are being discovered.

DETACHED

1 An inactive nPartition can be in the DEACTIVATING, RESETTING or MCA RunStates, if it encounters an error or is
interrupted during the activation process.

Support for partition discovery at run-time
This section describes about partition discovery such that a partition that is in DETACHED state
during the OA firmware boot can be discovered as a normal nPar. For example, consider the
following scenarios:
Scenario 1 - Delay in blade getting integrated during OA reboot.
When the OA is getting initialized, the blade is still not yet integrated. After the blade gets integrated
the partitioning subsystem discovers this nPar as ACTIVE.
Scenario 2: If the nPar is in any transient state.
For example, If nPar is in ACTIVATING state during OA reboot, it is possible that the nPar can be
declared as DETACHED.
When there are any state changes in the nPar, the partition comes DOWN or UP to a stable state
and partitioning subsystem completes rediscovery of this nPar in that stable state. If in case, the
partition keeps moving from one state to the other during the discovery process, it will cease
discovery and abort the process and retain the nPar state as DETACHED.
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NOTE: If the partition persists in the DETACHED state and manageability of the nPartition is
needed immediately or if there are WSMAN alerts indicating permanent loss of firmware control
(event number:10575), an outage of the nPartition needs to be planned and the partition must be
forcibly powered off to recover it to the inactive state. The following OA CLI command can be
used to forcibly power off the partition:
POWEROFF PARTITION <nParId> FORCE

Once powered off firmware control will be restored and normal operation following a boot will
be possible.

Partition specifications (parspec)
A parspec is a collection of data that defines the configuration of a specific nPartition, including
all defined vPars.
You may use the parspec functionality to do the following:

• Save nPartition and vPartition configurations.

• Modify configurations

• Create partitions
The following are the key features of parspecs.

• Every parspec defines only one nPartition.

• Multiple nPartitions must be described in multiple parspecs.

• A nPartition can be created from a specified parspec.

• Every nPartition that exists has a parspec associated with it (referred to as a current parspec),
and there can be only one current parspec for a given nPartition.

• Any parspec not associated with an existing nPartition is an alternate parspec.

• Every parspec has a unique name (scope of uniqueness is a complex).

• Parspecs can be managed through the partition commands.

• The vPar database resides within a parspec.
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Creating a Partition specification
You can create a parspec using the following command in the OA CLI:

• parcreate -C PartitionSpec:[:create_partition_flag]

Where PartitionSpec is the name of the parspec to be created. The
create_partition_flag can take the following values:

◦ y – the corresponding nPartition is created.

◦ n – the corresponding nPartition does not get created. This is the default.

NOTE:

◦ The -C option creates only a partition specification.

◦ All user supplied arguments to parcreate that are used to define an nPartition may be
used to create a parspec.

Creating a current nPartition from an alternate Partition specification
You can create an nPartition and assign resources using the parspec with the help of the following
commands:

• Use the following command to create an nPartition using PartitionSpec

parcreate -Z PartitionSpec

NOTE: The -Z option creates an nPartition from the PartitionSpec partition specification.

• The following command modifies the alternate parspec named PartitionSpec to add a
new blade in enclosure 1 slot 3 to the nPartition definition.
parmodify -Z PartitionSpec -a blade:1/3

Removing a Partition specification
Use the following command to remove an alternate parspec:
parremove -Z PartitionSpec

Listing a Partition specification
Use the following command to list all the parspecs in the complex:
parstatus -z

Saving the current configuration of nPartition and switch to an alternate configuration
To save your current configuration and switch to an alternate configuration, complete the following
steps:
1. parmodify -p 1 -c Saved_Config

2. poweroff partition 1

3. parremove -p 1

4. parcreate -Z Alt_Config
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Identifying Partition specification using the OA GUI
To view a partition's parspec name on the OA GUI:
1. Launch the OA GUI.
2. Select an nPartition.
3. Click Modify nPartition. Figure 3 (page 29) shows the window with the Partition Specification

Name.

Figure 3 Viewing Partitition Specification Information
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4 Planning nPartitions
This chapter describes how to plan nPartition configurations. It also describes the nPartition
configuration requirements and recommendations. This chapter discusses the following topics:
• “Recommended HP Superdome 2 nPartition configurations” (page 30)

• “HP Superdome 2 Partitioning choices” (page 30)

• “Sample procedure for creating nPartitions” (page 34)

Recommended HP Superdome 2 nPartition configurations
Configuration Guidelines for HP Superdome 2 nPartitions
The following are guidelines to determine the blades to assign to the nPartitions you create on the
HP Superdome servers:
• Define nPartitions in order of size.

Assign blades to the nPartition that has the largest CPU count. Select blades for the next largest
nPartition, and so on, and finally choose blades for the nPartition with the least number of
CPUs last. This provides appropriate blade assignments for larger nPartitions (those with more
CPUs). Smaller nPartitions with fewer CPUs are more easily accommodated in the remaining
available blades.

• For any nPartition requiring 4 or fewer blades, choose either all even numbered or all odd
numbered slots from the same enclosure.

HP Superdome 2 Partitioning choices
An HP Superdome 2 complex can be partitioned into different combinations of partitions. Similarly,
blades and I/O bays can be assigned to any nPartition. The recommended configurations enable
you to partition the HP Superdome 2 system into the maximum number of recommended, useful,
and allowed nPartitions. The Superdome 2 - 16s can have 1 to 8 blades in the complex and support
nPartitions 1 to 8 blades in size. The Superdome 2 - 8s can have 1 to 8 blades in the complex
and support nPartitions 1 to 4 blades in size. The Superdome 2 - 32s can have 1 to 16 blades in
the complex and support nPartitions 1 to 16 blades in size.
The midplane of the enclosure is routed so that there is more bandwidth across odd slots and even
slots versus mixed. Therefore, a four-blade partition will have a better performance when all four
blades are in odd (1, 3, 5, 7) or even (2, 4, 6, 8) slots rather than mixed (1, 2, 3, 4). This has
been reflected in the partitioning recommendations below.
These are the configurations as they will be shipped from the factory. Other configurations are
supported, but extensive testing is not done on them, they may not have the best performance, or
they may not allow as much flexibility for future upgrades. For example, it is legal for a 2 blade
partition to be populated in slots 1 and 2 versus 1 and 3. The partitions must be designed with
care to keep the spanning of enclosures to a minimum.

NOTE: The maximum number of vPars per blade is 4. The maximum number of vPars in an
nPartition is 16. The maximum number of supported vPars per complex is 32. A single vPar can
have up to 256 cores.
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Figure 4 Partition Rules — 32s

Details on possible uses of the alternative loading options:
The alternative two cell blade partition with cell blades in slots 7 and 8 in enclosure 1 (shown in
the light blue) is provided to allow 2 3-blade partition and 1 2-blade partition to co-exist in the
same enclosure. The alternative two cell blade partition in slots 4 and 8 (bright green) is provided
to support a two cell blade partition if two alternative three blade partitions are used. The alternative
three cell blade partition in slots 4,6, and 8 allows both a 5 cell blade and 3 cell blade partition
to co-exist in the same enclosure.
Example 1: 3 nPartitions: nPar1 = 6 blades, nPar2 = 4 blades, nPar3 = 2 blades
nPar1: Blades = enclosure 1/slots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
nPar2: Blades =enclosure 2/slots 1, 3, 5, 7
nPar 3: Blades = enclosure 2/slots 2, 4
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Figure 5 Partition Rules — 16s

Alternative options are provided in the event that a smaller partition is combined with a larger
partition. For example, if a 3 blade partition is the only thing loaded, the blades are loaded in
slots 1, 3 and 5. A second 3-blade partition is loaded in slots 2, 4 and 6. This is shown in the line
3P (preferred loading rules for 3 blade partitions). However, if the customer orders a 5-blade
partition and a 3-blade partition, the loading rules dictate that the 5-blade partition gets loaded
first in slots 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 (from the 5P row). Therefore, only slots 4, 6 and 8 remain for the
3-blade partition (3A – 3-blade partition with alternative loading order).
Details on possible uses of the alternative loading options:
The alternative two cell blade partition with cell blades in slots 7 and 8 (shown in the light green)
is provided to allow 2, 3-cell blade partition and 1, 2-cell blade partition to co-exist in the same
enclosure. The alternative two cell blade partition in slots 4 and 8 (light blue) is provided to support
a two cell blade partition if two alternative three cell blade partitions are used. The alternative
three blade cell partition in slots 4, 6, and 8 allows both a 5 cell blade and 3 cell blade partition
to co-exist in the same enclosure.
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Figure 6 Partition Rules — 8s

NOTE: The loading rules for the SD2-8S are very similar to those for the SD2-16s except that no
partitions larger than 4 blades are supported. This is a firmware limitation imposed on the SD2-8s.
However, as seen from the loading options, all 8 blade slots can be populated in a SD2-8s. So
you can have eight 1-blade partitions, four 2-blade partitions, two 4-blade partitions, or other
combinations when a single partition is not larger than 4 blades.

P – Preferred slotting
For example, the best 4-blade partition uses slots 1, 3, 5, and 7.

A – Alternative slotting
For example, the alternative 4-blade partition uses slots 1, 2, 3, and 4.

S – nPartition size

Superdome 2 CPU / CPU module support
HP Superdome 2 servers support the Itanium processor 9300 series. Table 4 (page 33) lists the
processors and their core and I/O frequencies that are supported by HP Superdome 2.
Two different Itanium processor 9300 series CPU frequency/cache bins are supported in all HP
Superdome 2 systems (SD2-8s, SD2-16s ). Support for the various speed bins is as follows:

Table 4 Processors supported on HP Superdome 2

Number of
threads/core

Number of
coresCacheI/O FrequencyCore Frequency

Itanium Processor
Family

1-2424MBQPI: 4.8 GT/s SMI: 4.8/s1.73GHz base/ 1.86GHz
boost

9350, 185W

1-2420MBQPI 4.8 GT/s SMI: 4.8
GT/s

1.60GHz base/ 1.73GHz
boost

9340, 185W
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Table 4 Processors supported on HP Superdome 2 (continued)

Number of
threads/core

Number of
coresCacheI/O FrequencyCore Frequency

Itanium Processor
Family

1-2832MB
LLC

QPI: 6.4 GT/s SMI: 6.4
GT/s

2.53GHz P1, 2.67GHz
Uncore F

Poulson SKUA,
170W

1-2824MB
LLC

QPI: 4.8 GT/s SMI: 6.4
GT/s

2.13GHz P1, 2.4GHz
Uncore F

Poulson SKUB,
170W

CPU mixing support
The following are the rules for mixing processors in Superdome 2:

• Mixing of processor families within an nPartition is not supported

• Processors running at different frequencies or different cache sizes within the same nPartition
are not supported

• The processor modules on a blade must have the same revision, frequency, and cache size.

HP Superdome 2 memory support
HP Superdome 2 memory is not backward compatible with the DDR DIMMs used on sx2000
Superdome based platforms. The following DIMM types are supported on CB900s i2 blades:

• 4GB DIMM: 36 1Gb (x4) planar, 1 rank, 30.5mm height

• 8GB DIMM: 27 2Gb (x4) planar, 2 rank, 30.5mm height

• 4GB and 8GB DIMMs cannot be mixed within the same blade
The following DIMM type is supported on CB900s i4 blades:
• 8GB LV DIMM: 36 1Gb (x4) planar, 2 rank, 30.5mm height

• The DIMMs supported on CB900s i2 blades are NOT supported on CB900s i4 blades and
vice versa

HP Superdome 2 supports DIMMs that are qualified by HP. Installing an unsupported DIMM will
not prevent the partition from booting and no caution or informational message is sent. However,
unsupported DIMMs will void the system's warranty.
The HP Superdome 2 blade supports 32 DIMMs, which are populated in sets of 4 per socket.
Interleaved memory works best with powers of 2, especially for larger memory sizes. If the
configuration has a large memory size and is not a power of 2, some of the memory might need
to be configured as socket local memory.

Sample procedure for creating nPartitions
After the HP Superdome 2 server is installed with the required hardware components and the
booting requirements are met, you can login through the OA CLI or the OA GUI and create the
nPartitions. To create nPartitions for HP Superdome 2 using the OA CLI:
1. Log into the OA CLI and run the parstatus command to view the list of nPartition assignable

resources.
For example: Consider a 4-blade complex with 2 IOX enclosures.
When you run the parstatus command, the following output is displayed.
parstatus
NOTE: No action specified. Default behavior is display all.

[Complex]

Complex Name: Complex1
Complex UUID: FFFFFFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFFFFFFFFFF
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Complex Capacity
  Compute Enclosure: 1
  IO Enclosure: 8
Monarch OA Location: 1
Model: N/A
Original Serial Number: Unset
Current Product Order Number: AH337A
OEM Manufacturer: N/A
Total number of partitions present: 0

[Enclosure]

Enclosure Enclosure Num    Num    Bay   Enclosure
Num       Type      Blades IOBays Slots Name
========= ========= ====== ====== ===== =========
1         Compute   8      0      8     stanley
5         IO        0      2      2     -
6         IO        0      2      2     -
7         IO        0      2      2     -
8         IO        0      2      2     -
9         IO        0      2      2     -
10        IO        0      2      2     -
11        IO        0      2      2     -
12        IO        0      2      2     -

[Blade]

Enclosure/ Usage/                  CPU       Memory          Use  Par Pending
Blade      Status*                 OK/       (GB)            On   Num Deletion
                                   Indicted/ OK/             Next
                                   Deconf/   Indicted/       Boot
                                   Max       Deconf
========== ======================= ========= =============== ==== === ========
1/1        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
1/2        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
1/3        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    yes  1   no
1/4        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
1/5        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    yes  1   no
1/6        Empty /Invalid          -         -               -    -   -
1/7        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
1/8        Empty /Invalid          -         -               -    -   -
2/1        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
2/2        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    yes  1   no
2/3        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
2/4        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    yes  1   no
2/5        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
2/6        Empty /Invalid          -         -               -    -   -
2/7        Inactive Base /OK       8/0/0/8   32.0/0.0/0.0    -    -   -
2/8        Empty /Invalid          -         -               -    -   -
* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

[IOBay]

Enclosure/ Usage/                  Par Pending
IOBay      Status*                 Num Deletion
========== ======================= === ========
5/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
5/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
6/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
6/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
7/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
7/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
8/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
8/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
9/1        Empty /Invalid          -   -
9/2        Empty /Invalid          -   -
10/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
10/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -
11/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
11/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -
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12/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
12/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

2. Create an nPartition with one blade and one I/O bay using the following command:
parcreate -P nPar0002 -a blade:1/2:::: -a io:5/1::
nl

Command succeeded

The following output is displayed:

parstatus -P

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
2   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      1      16.0/112.0    nPar0002

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

NOTE: The nPartition is created with the default settings for most of the nPartition attributes.
Some of the default settings are:
(i) ILM/SLM ratio - 1:7 

(ii) ILM granularity - 1024 MB 

(iii) SLM granularity - 1024 MB 

(iv) Hyperthreading - Enabled 

(v) Defaults assigned for partition identifier and parspec name (1 and ps0001).

For more information on creating nPartitions, see “Creating and configuring nPartitions” (page
37).
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5 Creating and configuring nPartitions
This chapter describes the procedure to create, configure, and manage nPartitions on the HP
Superdome 2 server. This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Tools for configuring nPartitions” (page 37)

• “Granting permission for an OS to manage nPartitions” (page 37)

• “Task summaries for creating and configuring nPartitions” (page 38)

• “Partition default attributes” (page 38)

• “Partition specifications (parspec)” (page 27)

• “Creating a new nPartition” (page 39)

• “Verifying newly created nPartitions using the CLI” (page 40)

• “Verifying newly created nPartitions using the OA GUI” (page 41)

• “Removing an nPartition” (page 42)

• “Renaming an nPartition” (page 42)

• “Assigning blades and I/O bays to an nPartition” (page 43)

• “Removing blades and I/O bays from an nPartition” (page 45)

• “Renaming a server complex” (page 47)

• “Setting blade attributes” (page 47)

Tools for configuring nPartitions
You can configure and manage nPartitions using the Onboard Partition Manager.
The Onboard Administrator Partition Management GUI replaces the legacy ParMgr GUI which
ran on an operating system in a partition. The Onboard Partition Manager tools are a set of
nPartition and vPar configuration and management tools that provide nPartition and vPar
configuration information, and other enhancements over the previous GUI tool. The OA GUI is
accessible from the partition side through HP SMH. For more information on launching OA CLI
and OA GUI, see “Accessing the OA” (page 9).

Commands to configure nPartitions
You can use the nPartition commands to create, modify, monitor, and remove nPartitions. For more
information on nPartition commands, see Table 2.

NOTE: To execute nPartition commands from the operating system, you must have root or IPMI
LAN access.

Granting permission for an OS to manage nPartitions
Use the parperm command to remove restrictions which prevent an operating system running in
a partition from performing partition configuration operations on other partitions. By default, a
partition can only perform partition configuration operations on itself. The commands to display
partition status do not need any authorization and are allowed from any partition.
The following command removes nPartition configuration restrictions from an OS running in nPartition
1, enabling it to perform nPartition configuration operations on nPartitions other than nPartition 1.
parperm npar on 1

For more information, see help parperm.
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Task summaries for creating and configuring nPartitions
Table 5 nPartition Boot and Reset Task Summaries

SummaryTask

See (page 38).Partition Default Attributes

See (page 39).Create new nPartition

See (page 40)Verifying the nPartitions using CLI

See (page 41).Verifying the nPartitions using GUI

See (page 42).Deleting an nPartition

See (page 42).Renaming an nPartition

See (page 43).Assigning blades and I/O bays to
an nPartition

See (page 45).Unassigning blades and I/O bays
from an nPartition

See (page 47).Setting blade attributes

See (page 74).nPartition health status

Partition default attributes
The pardefault command enables you to modify the current default values of certain generic
nPartition attributes or attributes specific to an OS type.

NOTE: The generic nPartition attributes are maintained independently for each supported OS
type to provide better configuration flexibility. This means that an OS type is always selected during
the creation of nPartition, with the default OS type being used if none is explicitly selected.

The following example shows the output of the pardefault command executed on a system
where the default values are not modified.
[Original Defaults]

Parcon Default OS Type                : HPUX_11iV3

OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
SLM Percentage                        : 87.50%
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
VGA                                   : Enabled

[Current Defaults]

Parcon Default OS Type                : HPUX_11iV3

OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
SLM Percentage                        : 87.50%
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
VGA                                   : Enabled

For more information, see help pardefault.
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Creating a new nPartition
This section describes the procedure to create an nPartition using the OA CLI and the GUI.

Creating a new nPartition using the OA CLI
Use the parcreate command to create a new nPartition on HP Superdome 2. The command
takes the specified blades and I/O bays and assigns them to the new nPartition. If an nPartition
number is not specified, the command finds an available nPartition number and assigns it to the
new nPartition. Likewise, if an nPartition name is not specified, a default name of the format
nParNNNN (example: nPar0001) is given to the new nPartition (where, NNNN is a 4 digit
nPartition number). Superuser permission is required to run this command from an operating system
within a partition. When the command is invoked from the OA, it requires operator-level privilege
or higher. This is applicable for all partition commands. For parstatus and vparstatus, you
must have user level privilege or higher.
To create a two-blade nPartition nextPartition that uses blades 1 and 3 in enclosure 1 and
the IO slot in IOX enclosure 5, bay 1:
parcreate -p nextPartition -a blade:1/1:::: -a blade:1/3:::: -a io:5/1:

Creating a new nPartition using the OA GUI
To create a new nPartition using the OA GUI:
1. Open the OA GUI.
2. Login using the administrator credentials.
3. Click Complex nPartitions in the Systems and Devices section on the left pane.
4. In Complex nPartitions Summary, click Create.
5. Enter the nPartition Name.
6. Click Create nPartition.

The nPartition is created.
You will be redirected to the Modify nPartition screen (see Figure 7 (page 40)), where you
can assign resources to the created partition. You can also set a value for the number of cores
that are intended to be active for the nPartition using the Intended Active Settings option.

NOTE: Intended Active (IA) is the number of cores that the iCAP software will try to activate
whenever a partition is booted in nPartition mode. If an active nPartition (-p) is targeted by
the parmodify operation, the current partition specification is updated to reflect the new IA
value and will take into effect at the next nPartition reboot. You can know the number of IA
cores for each nPartition using the icapstatus command.
The value for core IA may be overridden by the use of icapmodify either by issuing an
icapmodify operation from the OA, or by gWLM issuing icapmodify as part of core activation
or deactivation on the nPartition.
When the IA value is modified using icapmodify, it will be effective immediately (unlike
parmodify where the changes take effect only on an nPartition reboot).
For example, you can use parmodify —p 2 —n core:15 to modify the Intended Active
core value of partition 2 to 15.
For example, you can use parcreate —p icapPartition —a blade:1/4::::87.5%\
—a blade:1/5::::87.5% —n core:12 to create a new nPartition icapPartition with two
blades and IA value of core as 12.

7. Expand the rows to select all the resources.
8. Click Apply.
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Figure 7 Modify nPartition Window

Verifying newly created nPartitions using the CLI
To verify that the partitions are defined as desired, perform either of the following steps:

• The parstatus –P command displays the summary data, as shown:
parstatus -P
[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
1   Inactive /DOWN          OK      2      0      32.0/224.0    nPar0001
2   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      1      16.0/112.0    nPar0002
3   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      1      16.0/112.0    nPar0003

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

• The parstatus –V –p {partition_id} command displays information about a partition.
For the first nPartition, either use parstatus –Vp1 or parstatus –V –p nPar0001, as
shown:

User Specified Max number of vpars: 16
[Partition]

Partition Number                      : 1
Partition Name                        : nPar0001
Current Parspec Name                  : ps0001
Parspec Name at next boot             :
State                                 : Active
RunState                              : EFI
OS Type                               : HPUX_11iV3
OS Type at next boot                  : HPUX_11iV3
Hyper Threading at activation         : Enabled
Hyper Threading at next boot          : Enabled
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Active ILO                            : 1/1/0/2/2
Firmware Revision                     : 1.0.30
Total Good Memory Size                : 256.0 GB
Total Memory Available                : 256.0 GB
Total Interleave Memory               : 30.0 GB
Total SLM                             : 224.0 GB
SLM at next boot                      : 224.0 GB
ILM granule size                      : 1024 MB
ILM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
SLM granule size                      : 1024 MB
SLM granule size at next boot         : 1024 MB
Max number of ILM granules possible   : 1024
Max number of SLM granules possible   : 1024
User Specified Max number of blades   : 8
Max number of blades at next boot     : 8
User Specified Max number of vpars    : 16
Max number of vpars at next boot      : 16
Current boot mode                     : npars
Next boot mode                        : npars
Core Intended Active                  : 0
Parspec Change Policy                 : Enabled
VGA                                   : Enabled
VGA next boot mode                    : Enabled
Pending Deletion                      : no

[Blade]

Enclosure/ Usage/                  CPU       Memory          Use  Par Pending
Blade      Status*                 OK/       (GB)            On   Num Deletion
                                   Indicted/ OK/             Next
                                   Deconf/   Indicted/       Boot
                                   Max       Deconf
========== ======================= ========= =============== ==== === ========
1/1        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   128.0/0.0/0.0   yes  1   no
1/2        Active Base /OK         8/0/0/8   128.0/0.0/0.0   yes  1   no

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

[IOBay]

Enclosure/ Usage/                  Par Pending
IOBay      Status*                 Num Deletion
========== ======================= === ========

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

Verifying newly created nPartitions using the OA GUI
To verify that the partitions are defined as desired, select the nPartition from the Complex nPartitions
table, and then click the Status tab.
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Figure 8 nPartition Status Information

Removing an nPartition
This section describes the procedure to remove an nPartition using both the OA interfaces.

Removing an nPartition using the OA CLI
The parremove command removes an existing nPartition by unassigning all blades and I/O bays
from the nPartition. The target nPartition must be inactive unless the -F option is used. By default,
the current partition specification (parspec) associated with the nPartition is not removed when
the nPartition is removed. The current parspec associated with the nPartition becomes an alternate
parspec and can be reused later. If the -Z option is specified, the command removes the current
parspec when the nPartition is removed.
To remove an nPartition, use the parremove command:
parremove -p nPartition_id [-Z] [-F]

For example:
parremove -p 2

Removing (Deleting) an nPartition using the OA GUI
To remove an inactive nPartition, select the check box corresponding to the nPartition name from
the Complex nPartitions table, and then click Delete.

Renaming an nPartition
This section describes the procedure to rename an nPartition using both the OA interfaces.

Renaming an nPartition using the OA CLI
Use the parmodify command to rename the nPartition:
parmodify -p <nPar_id> -P <new_nPartition_name>

where, <nPar_ID> is the integer nPartition number which indicates which nPartition is getting
renamed, and new_nPartition_name is the new name for the nPartition.
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The parmodify command provides a new name for the nPartition that is being modified. That is,
after all modifications are successfully applied to nPartition_id, it is renamed if a partition
with the same name does not exist.
An nPartition name must have one of the following non-numeric characters: a-z, A-Z, dash (-),
underscore (_), and period (.). No other non-numeric characters are allowed in an nPartition name.
An nPartition name must not start with a dash (-). An nPartition name with the same format as the
default name can only be specified if the specified name matches the nPartition number.

Renaming an nPartition using the OA GUI
To rename an nPartition using the GUI:
1. Select the nPartition from the left navigation pane.
2. Click Modify nPartition.
3. Enter the new name in the nPartition Name field.
4. Click Apply.

Assigning blades and I/O bays to an nPartition
This section describes the procedure to assign blades and I/O bays.

Assigning blades and I/O bays to an nPartition using the OA CLI
To assign or add a blade to an nPartition:
parmodify -p <nParId/nPar_name> -a
blade:<blade_path>:[blade_type]:[use_on_next_boot]:[failure_usage]:[slm_value]

For more information, see help parcreate and help parmodify.
The following command adds the blade in enclosure 1, slot 3 to the existing nPartition 2.
parmodify -p 2 -a blade:1/3:base:y:ri:50%

To add an I/O bay to an nPartition:
parmodify -p <nParId/nPar_name> -a io:iobay_path
:[use_on_next_boot][:failure_usage]

For more information, see the OA help, help parcreate and help parmodify .
To add I/O bay 1 in enclosure 6 to the existing nPartition 2:
parmodify -p 2 -a io:6/1:

Assigning blades and I/O bays to an nPartition using the OA GUI
To assign blades and I/O Bays to an nPartition using the OA GUI:
1. Select the nPartition from the left navigation pane, and then click Modify nPartition.
2. Expand the Blade Resources option.

Figure 9 (page 44) shows the blade resource screen.
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Figure 9 Blade Resources Option

3. Select the blade resources that you want to assign to the nPartition.
4. Expand the IOX Resources option.

Figure 10 (page 45) shows the IOX Resources screen.
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Figure 10 IOX Resources Option

5. Select the I/O bay.
6. Click Apply to commit your configuration changes.

To cancel an operation, navigate away from the Modify nPartition screen.

The blades and I/O bay are assigned to the nPartition.

Removing blades and I/O bays from an nPartition
This section describes the procedure to unassign or remove blades and I/O bays from an nPartition.

Removing blades and I/O bays from an nPartition using the OA CLI
Use the following command to remove a blade in enclosure 1 slot 3 from the existing nPartition
2:
parmodify -p 2 -d blade:1/3

For example, the following command deletes I/O bay 1 in enclosure 6 to the existing nPartition
2:
parmodify -p 2 -d io:6/1

NOTE: If the nPartition is active, the blades and I/O bays are unassigned when the nPartition
reboots.
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Removing blades and I/O bays from an nPartition using the OA GUI
To unassign blades and I/O bays from an nPartition using the OA GUI:
1. Select the nPartition from the left navigation pane, and then click modify nPartition.
2. Expand the Blade Resources option.

Figure 9 (page 44) shows the blade resource screen.

Figure 11 Blade Resources Option

3. Clear the blade resources that you want to unassign from the nPartition.
4. Expand the IOX Resources option.

Figure 10 (page 45) shows the IOX Resources screen.
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Figure 12 IOX Resources Option

5. Clear the I/O bay(s) that you want to unassign.
6. Click Apply.
The blades and I/O resources are unassigned from the nPartition.

Renaming a server complex
To rename a server complex using the CLI, run the following command from the OA:
set complex name <complex name>

To rename a server complex using the GUI:
1. Select the Complex Information link in the left navigation pane.
2. On the Complex Information screen, click the Information tab.
3. Under Settings, modify the complex name.
4. Click Apply.

The server complex is renamed.

Setting blade attributes
You can create or modify an nPartition and set the blade attributes. For more information on blade
attributes, see “Blade resource attributes” (page 20).
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Setting blade attributes using the OA CLI
You can set the blade attributes using the parcreate or parmodify commands. For more
information about the parcreate command, see help parcreate. For more information about the
parmodify command, see help parmodify.
For example:
To add the blade in enclosure 1 slot 5 with non-default attributes to the existing nPartition nPar0001:
parmodify -p nPar0001 -a blade:1/5:base:n:ri:50%

The example overrides the default value for use_on_next_boot to n. This results in the blade
being owned by the nPartition, but not activated during boot. The memory configuration is also
overridden. By default, 87.5% is used as SLM and the rest is ILM. This example results in a blade
that is 50% SLM and 50% ILM.

Setting blade attributes using the OA GUI
To set the blade attributes using the OA GUI:
1. Select the nPartition from the left navigation pane, and then click Modify nPartition.
2. Ensure that you have assigned the blades to the nPartition. For more information, see “Assigning

blades and I/O bays to an nPartition using the OA GUI” (page 43).
3. To modify the use_on _next_boot attribute, expand the Blade Attributes section.

Figure 13 Blade Attributes section

4. To distribute ILM/SLM, expand the Memory section. Select the blades to modify the SLM values
and enter the fixed or fractional SLM values. Click the Set Memory button to apply the memory
changes. See Figure 14 (page 48).

Figure 14 Memory Settings
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5. Select the appropriate attributes.
6. Click Apply.
The blade attributes are set.
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6 Booting and resetting Partitions (nPartitions and vPars)
This chapter introduces Partition system boot and reset concepts, configuration options, and
procedures for booting and resetting Partitions. This chapter covers boot details for HP-UX 11i v3
operating system and the OA CLI and GUI.
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Overview of Partition system booting” (page 50)

• “Booting to UEFI and preparing for Operating System installation” (page 50)

• “Task Summaries for Rebooting and Resetting Partitions” (page 59)

• “HP Superdome 2 Boot Support” (page 72)

• “nPartition and Resource Health Status” (page 74)

Overview of Partition system booting
This section provides an overview of the partition system boot process for HP Superdome 2 systems.
On HP Superdome 2 with enclosures and blades, system resources are configured into one or
more nPartitions. The nPartitions may be further divided into virtual partitions (vPars). Each nPartition
includes the blades (with processors and memory) assigned to it and one or more I/O bays in the
I/O expansion enclosure. Each vPar includes CPU cores, memory, and I/O that may be addressed
at the individual slot level.
A partition (nPartition or vPar) can boot and reboot independently of any other Partitions in the
same server complex. Each partition runs its own firmware and has its own system boot environment.
Partitions provide hardware and software fault isolation: a reset, TOC, or MCA in one Partition
does not affect any other Partition. The OA provides commands to boot a partition.
An nPartition provides a platform for booting an operating system that is electrically isolated from
other partitions in the complex. You can choose to run either a single OS instance, an Integrity
VM host (and guests), or vPar in any nPartition.
You can configure and manage partitions using the Onboard Partition Manager. For more
information on launching OA CLI and OA GUI, see “Accessing the OA” (page 9).

Booting to UEFI and preparing for Operating System installation
You can access a partition's console and its UEFI system boot environment through the OA. Each
partition has its own system boot environment that provides you a method for interacting with the
partition before an operating system has booted on it. The system boot environment is accessible
through the partition console during the time after the blades assigned to the partition have powered
on and completed nPartition rendezvous and before the partition begins loading an operating
system.
This section discusses the following topics:

• “Booting from the CLI ” (page 51)

• “Booting from the GUI” (page 52)

• “Getting a Console using the CLI” (page 54)

• “Getting a Console using the GUI” (page 55)

• “Confirming the Installed IO cards” (page 57)

• “Getting MAC Addresses for Ignite-UX” (page 59)
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Booting from the CLI
To activate a partition from the command line, you can either use the poweron partition
{identifier} command, the bo command, or the pe command.

poweron partition 2
Poweron request sent to partition 2. Operation initiated successfully.
Please run PARSTATUS/VPARSTATUS or SHOW SYSLOG OA to determine the completion
status of the operation.

After you power on the nPartition, the partition firmware is booted and comes up to the Active/EFI
state if the nPartition is in nPars mode or to Active/RUN_VPARS state if the nPartition is in vPars
mode.
parstatus -P

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============
1   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      0      0.0/0.0       nPar0001
2   Active /RUN_VPARS       OK      2      2      2.0/28.0      nPar0002
3   Active /EFI             OK      1      2      2.0/28.0      hard_partition
4   Inactive /DOWN          OK      0      0      0.0/0.0       nPar0004
5   Inactive /DOWN          OK      0      0      0.0/0.0       nPar0005

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions

The bo command without arguments prompts you to select a partition to boot:

bo This command controls power enable to a partition.

        Partition   Partition
        Number      Name
        ---------   ---------
        1           nPar0001
        1:1         nPar0001:vPar1
        1:2         nPar0001:vPar0002
        1:3         nPar0001:we
        1:5         nPar0001:vPar0005
        1:21        nPar0001:vPar0021
        2           nPar0002
        2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
        3           hard_partition
        4           nPar0004
        5           nPar0005
        Q)  Quit

        Select partition number:2:1

Poweron request sent to partition 2:1. 
Operation initiated successfully.
Please run PARSTATUS/VPARSTATUS or SHOW SYSLOG OA 
to determine the completion status of the operation.

The pe command also prompts you to select a partition:

pe
This command controls power enable to a partition.

        Partition   Partition
        Number      Name
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        ---------   ---------
        1           nPar0001
        1:1         nPar0001:vPar1
        1:2         nPar0001:vPar0002
        1:3         nPar0001:we
        1:5         nPar0001:vPar0005
        1:21        nPar0001:vPar0021
        2           nPar0002
        2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
        3           hard_partition
        4           nPar0004
        5           nPar0005
        Q)  Quit
        Select partition number: 2:1

        The power state is OFF for partition 2:1.
        In what state do you want the power? (ON/OFF) on

Booting from the GUI
You can go to the individual partition screens from the left navigation pane regardless of whether
the partition is an nPartition or a vPar.
1. Select a partition that you want to activate.

Figure 15 nPartition Status Information
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Figure 16 vPar Status information

2. Select the Virtual Devices tab, and then click on the Momentary Press button.

Figure 17 nPartition Virtual Devices tab

Figure 18 vPar Virtual Devices tab

3. Navigate to the status tab to see the run state of the partition.
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Figure 19 Active/vPars Mode State of an nPartition

Figure 20 Active/EFI prompt State of vPar

Getting a Console using the CLI
To access the system console of a partition using the command line, run the CO command. It can
be used either with the partition’s ID or without it as shown:

co
     Partition   Partition
        Number      Name
        ---------   ---------
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        1           nPar0001
        2           nPar0002
        2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
        Q)  Quit
        Select partition number: 2:1
----Log Snippet---------
----Log Snippet---------
         Welcome to the Superdome 2 console
               <use <Ctrl-b> to exit.>
Shell>

Alternatively, you can also use the CONNECT PARTITION command to connect to a partition.

connect partition 2
----Log Snippet---------

----Log Snippet---------

         Welcome to the Superdome 2 console
               <use <Ctrl-b> to exit.>

Getting a Console using the GUI
To access the system console of a partition using the GUI, select the Remote Console tab, and then
click on the Remote Serial Console link.

Figure 21 Remote Console Tab (nPar)

Figure 22 Remote Console Tab (vPar)

UEFI I/O device connection solution
On platforms like Superdome 2, connecting all UEFI drivers to all the devices might take a very
long time to complete, and this level of device connection is typically not needed. Similar to the
sx2000 Superdome product, the default behavior on Superdome 2 does not force the connection
of all UEFI I/O drivers to all devices. UEFI Shell commands are provided to manually connect more
devices. Alternatively, the default device connection policy may be modified for all future boots
using the 'ioconfig' command at the UEFI Shell.
For Superdome 2, for a partition in a first boot scenario (a new partition or a partition whose
NVRAM was cleared) the ioconfig fast_init setting is ON, and UEFI loads and connects drivers
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from all assigned I/O devices in the lowest numbered device bay (blade) and lowest numbered
I/O bay (IOX) for the partition. To reduce boot time, I/O devices from other bays are not connected.
This occurs before displaying the UEFI Front Page. For example, a partition (vPar) is created by
assigning processors and memory from blade1/1, and I/O is assigned from blades 1/2 and 1/3,
and I/O bays 5/1 and 5/2. For this partition, blade 1/2 is the lowest numbered device bay from
which the I/O is assigned to the partition, and I/O bay 5/1 is the lowest numbered I/O bay from
which the I/O is assigned to the partition. UEFI will load and connect drivers to I/O devices
assigned from blade 1/2 and I/O bay 5/1.

Figure 23 UEFI Front Page

From the UEFI Shell, the ‘search’ command is available to manually connect devices in a specific
I/O bay or even a specific I/O slot. Other device connection commands like ‘connect’ and
‘reconnect’ are also available from the UEFI Shell.
Considering that device connection policies are retained in the default settings (see Device
Connection Policies), in a second boot scenario (reset from UEFI or OS) with fast_init ON, I/O
devices are not connected before displaying the UEFI Front Page. Typically, automatic boot entry
execution is enabled which launches the boot options. When a boot option is launched, UEFI loads
and connects drivers for that device, reducing the boot time to the minimum. If the Device Manager,
Boot Maintenance Manager, or UEFI Shell is launched, UEFI loads and connects drivers for all
assigned I/O devices in the lowest numbered device bay and lowest numbered I/O bay for the
partition. Then it loads and connects drivers for all boot options (some of which might be in other
device or I/O bays in the partition).
If fast_init is ever turned OFF, all I/O devices are connected before displaying the UEFI Front Page.
Turning fast_init OFF is not recommended because this might result in a much slower boot time,
for the partitions with a significant amount of assigned I/O.

Device Connection Policies
On Superdome 2, a configurable device connection policy solution is available, which allows you
to modify the default UEFI I/O device connection scheme. When fast_init is ON, the ‘ioconfig’
command can be used to view and change the device connection policies. For more help on using
the ‘ioconfig’ command, run ‘help ioconfig’ from the UEFI Shell. There are two policies, minimal
and expanded.
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The minimal policy specifies the list of devices that are guaranteed to be connected at boot. Changes
to the minimal policy might be needed only for unusual OS configurations that use UEFI to access
one or more extra devices besides the boot device. In general, it is not required to change the
minimal policy because it is related to device connection before the UEFI Front Page. Also, it
increases the boot time for the typical OS boot using a boot option.
The expanded policy specifies the list of devices that are connected when a user interface is invoked
to reconfigure the system, such as the UEFI Shell. The expanded policy can be changed to ensure
that all the required devices are immediately available when such user interfaces are launched.
This is the UEFI default policy that includes the lowest numbered device bay and lowest numbered
I/O bay for the partition, and the boot option value. The expanded policy can be changed, if a
user wants to reduce or increase the amount of devices connected when launching one of the UEFI
user interfaces.

NOTE: If the expanded policy is changed from the default, and the partition configuration is
changed (Example: replace lowest numbered I/O bay), UEFI does not automatically update the
policy to take into account the configuration change. The policy is now considered to be user
managed, so appropriate manual updates to the policy might be necessary.

Confirming the Installed IO cards
After the system console is accessed, and the partition is booted to UEFI, the UEFI Shell command
info io can be used to display the contents of the I/O bays as shown:

info io

   PLATFORM I/O INFORMATION

        Enc
   Enc  Type
   ---  -------
     1  Compute
    11  IOX

   I/O SLOT CAPABILITIES

                  Maximum
   Enc/           PCIe     Maximum
   Bay/           Link     Peak
   Slot    RC/RP  Width    Bandwidth
   ------  -----  -------  ---------
    1/2/1   1/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
    1/2/2   1/2        x8  8.00 GB/s
    1/2/3   2/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
    1/2/4   0/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
    1/2/5   0/2        x8  8.00 GB/s
    1/2/6   2/2        x4  4.00 GB/s
    1/2/7   2/3        x4  4.00 GB/s

   11/2/1   2/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
   11/2/2   2/2        x8  8.00 GB/s
   11/2/3   0/2        x8  8.00 GB/s
   11/2/4   0/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
   11/2/5   1/0        x8  8.00 GB/s
   11/2/6   1/2        x8  8.00 GB/s

   I/O SLOT CONFIGURATION

                  Starting  Current
   Enc/           PCI Seg/  PCIe     Current
   Bay/           Bus/Dev   Link     Peak       I/O
   Slot    RC/RP  (hex)     Width    Bandwidth  Slot State
   ------  -----  --------  -------  ---------  ------------
    1/2/1   1/0   05/00/00       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
    1/2/2   1/2   05/00/02       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
    1/2/3   2/0   00/08/00       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
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    1/2/4   0/0   04/00/00       x8  8.00 GB/s        Active
    1/2/5   0/2   04/00/02       x8  8.00 GB/s        Active
    1/2/6   2/2   00/08/02       x1   500 MB/s        Active
    1/2/7   2/3   00/08/03       x1   500 MB/s        Active

   11/2/1   2/0   8A/00/00       x4  2.00 GB/s        Active
   11/2/2   2/2   8A/00/02       x4  2.00 GB/s        Active
   11/2/3   0/2   88/00/02       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
   11/2/4   0/0   88/00/00       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
   11/2/5   1/0   89/00/00       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated
   11/2/6   1/2   89/00/02       x8  8.00 GB/s   Unpopulated

   PCI DEVICE INFORMATION

Enc/                         SubVendorID
Bay/   Seg/  Dev/  VendorID/ SubSystemID
Slot   Bus   Func  DeviceID  RevisionID
(dec)  (hex) (hex) (hex)     (hex)        Description
------ ----- ----- --------- ------------ -----------
 1/2/1 05/00 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/2 05/00 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/3 00/08 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/4 04/00 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/4 04/01 00/00 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control
 1/2/4 04/01 00/01 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control
 1/2/5 04/00 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/5 04/80 00/00 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control
 1/2/5 04/80 00/01 14E4/1650 103C/7105/00 Network Controller - Ethernet control
 1/2/6 00/08 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/6 00/0B 00/00 104C/8231 ----/----/03 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/6 00/0C 01/00 1033/0035 1033/0035/43 Serial Bus Controllers - USB
 1/2/6 00/0C 01/01 1033/0035 1033/0035/43 Serial Bus Controllers - USB
 1/2/6 00/0C 01/02 1033/00E0 1033/00E0/04 Serial Bus Controllers - USB
 1/2/6 00/0C 04/00 1002/515E 103C/1304/02 Display Controller - VGA/8514 control
 1/2/7 00/08 03/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
 1/2/7 00/0D 00/00 103C/3306 103C/3309/04 Base System Peripherals - Other syste
 1/2/7 00/0D 00/02 103C/3307 103C/3309/04 Base System Peripherals - Other syste
 1/2/7 00/0D 00/04 103C/3300 103C/3309/01 Serial Bus Controllers - USB

11/2/1 8A/00 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/1 8A/01 00/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/1 8A/02 02/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/1 8A/02 04/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/1 8A/03 00/00 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/1 8A/03 00/01 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/1 8A/04 00/00 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/1 8A/04 00/01 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/2 8A/00 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/2 8A/80 00/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/2 8A/81 02/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/2 8A/81 04/00 111D/8018 ----/----/0E Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/2 8A/82 00/00 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/2 8A/82 00/01 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/2 8A/83 00/00 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/2 8A/83 00/01 8086/10BC 103C/704B/06 Network Controller - Ethernet control
11/2/3 88/00 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/4 88/00 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/5 89/00 00/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge
11/2/6 89/00 02/00 103C/402F ----/----/11 Bridge Device - PCI/PCI bridge

Fast initialization: Enabled

Minimal Device Connection Policy:
   Setting For Next Boot: clear
   Configuration Default: clear

Expanded Device Connection Policy:
   Setting For Next Boot: bo 1/2 11/2
   Configuration Default: bo 1/2 11/2
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Getting MAC Addresses for Ignite-UX
The UEFI Shell command lanaddress can be used to list the MAC addresses of every network
interface in a partition:
Shell> lanaddress

LAN Address Information

      LAN Address       Path
      ----------------- ----------------------------------------
M 001 Mac(002655A9CA2A) PcieRoot(0x3)/Pci(0x0,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x0)/MAC(002655A9CA2A,0x0)
  002 Mac(002655A9CA2E) PcieRoot(0x3)/Pci(0x0,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x1)/MAC(002655A9CA2E,0x0)
M 003 Mac(002655A9CA32) PcieRoot(0x3)/Pci(0x2,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x0)/MAC(002655A9CA32,0x0)
  004 Mac(002655A9CA36) PcieRoot(0x3)/Pci(0x2,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x1)/MAC(002655A9CA36,0x0)

Task Summaries for Rebooting and Resetting Partitions
Table 6 describes the main nPartition boot and reset tasks and provides brief summaries and
references for detailed procedures.
You can perform the nPartition boot tasks in Table 6 (page 59) using either the OA CLI or the OA
GUI.

Table 6 nPartition Boot and Reset Task Summaries

SummaryTask

Boots the partition. See “POWERON PARTITION” (page 63).POWERON (pe)1

Shuts down the partition. See “POWEROFF PARTITION” (page 60).POWEROFF (pe)

Reboots the OS on the specified nPartition or virtual partition. See “REBOOT
PARTITION” (page 63).

REBOOT (rs)

Connect or disconnect the DVD module to the specified partition. See “SET
PARTITION DVD” (page 64).

SET PARTITION DVD

Performs a transfer-of-control reset of the specified nPartition or virtual
partition. See “Force System Reset and Crash Dump (TOC) PARTITION”
(page 68).

TOC (tc)

Displays information about the TRAY, LCD, FAN and so on. See “UPDATE
SHOW FIRMWARE” (page 72).

UPDATE SHOW

Displays information about the DVD drive attached to the specified partition.
See “SHOW PARTITION DVD” (page 67).

SHOW PARTITION DVD

Displays information about the specified partition(s). See “SHOW PARTITION
INFO” (page 68).

SHOW PARTITION INFO

The UPDATE NPARTITION command downloads a new flash image from
the network or a USB drive attached to the DVD module, or a DVD in the

UPDATE NPARTITION

enclosure DVD drive in the monarch enclosure and uses it to update the
firmware for HP Superdome 2 cell blades within the specified partitions.
See“UPDATE NPARTITION” (page 70).

Displays the version of the firmware bundle currently installed on the server
blades within the specified partitions. See “UPDATE SHOW FIRMWARE”
(page 72).

UPDATE SHOW NPARTITION

Updates the Superdome system's firmware (except I/O firmware). See
“UPDATE FIRMWARE” (page 71).

UPDATE FIRMWARE

Displays the configured Superdome firmware version and lists any of the
following Superdome 2 devices whose installed firmware version differs

UPDATE SHOW FIRMWARE

from the system's configured firmware version: blade, XFM, SIOX, OA,
GPSM. See “UPDATE SHOW FIRMWARE” (page 72).
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1 When any of the 2-letter equivalents for POWERON/POWEROFF/TOC/REBOOT (namely, pe, tc, and rs respectively)
are executed without any arguments, a list of available partitions on which the command may be excercised are displayed.

POWEROFF PARTITION

From the CLI

• Command:
POWEROFF PARTITION {{nPartition number or name} [:vPartition number
or name] [FORCE] [OVERRIDE] | ALL [FORCE]}

• Description:
Gracefully shuts down any OS running on the specified nPartition or vPar and brings it to an
inactive state. The active blades and IO interconnects in the nPartition are powered off if the
specified target is an nPartition.
The OVERRIDE argument shuts down all virtual partitions in the specified nPartition.

CAUTION: The POWEROFF PARTITION ALL command requires the FORCE argument and
ungracefully shuts down all partitions. This can cause a partition to lose data and possibly
become unstable. On the other hand, if a partition is at EFI, the FORCE argument is required
to shut it down.

NOTE: An OVERRIDE option is required to affect a change in mode or when a destructive
operation needs to be applied to all vPars in an nPartition. HP Superdome 2 partition
management supports two modes of operation for an nPartition: the “nPars” mode and the
“vPars” mode. The mode is an attribute of the nPartition. When in nPars mode, an nPartition
normally boots up as a single OS instance (or HPVM host). When in vPars mode, an nPartition
normally boots up a set of explicitly defined virtual partitions, each running its own OS instance.
The mode of operation can be switched between the two using partition CLI commands and
takes effect only when the nPartition is rebooted.
When in nPars mode, vPar definitions may or may not exist; they are not used if they do exist.
There are some deviations from the normal policy in certain scenarios to facilitate a better
customer experience. Normal behavior is to disallow vPars operations when in nPars mode
and to disallow nPartition operations when in vPars mode, unless the command is given with
the OVERRIDE option. The OVERRIDE option works only when the nPar is in RUN_VPARS
mode. If the nPar is in EFI state and the mode is changed to vPars, OVERRIDE option must
be given. If the nPar is already in RUN_VPARS mode, then OVERRIDE option is must. For
example, if an operation is targeted at a vPar while in nPars mode, the command is rejected
with appropriate error message explaining the reason for the failure. The OVERRIDE option
overrides this normal behavior, and can result in a change in mode or can apply a destructive
operation to all vPars in an nPar.
The FORCE argument shuts down the specified partition ungracefully. If an OS is not running
on the partition, the FORCE argument is required to power off the partition.

IMPORTANT: When ALL option is used with OVERRIDE option, it is not supported. This
brings down all the partitions in the complex to the DOWN state.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.
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From the GUI
To poweroff from GUI:
1. Select an active partition.

Figure 24 Status Information of an nPartition

Figure 25 Status Information of a vPar

2. Select the Virtual Devices tab.
• For force poweroff, click the Press and Hold button.

• For graceful poweroff, click the Momentary Press button.
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Figure 26 Graceful and Force Poweroff (nPartition)

Figure 27 Graceful and Force Poweroff (vPar)

• Navigate to the status tab to see the run state of the partition.

NOTE: When an nPartition is active in vPars mode, the power operations require the OVERRIDE
option to change the mode.
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POWERON PARTITION

From the CLI

• Command:
POWERON PARTITION {{nPartition number or name} [:vPartition number
or name][OVERRIDE]}

• Description:
If an nPartition is specified, this command powers on the blades and IO interconnects in the
nPartition and boots the nPartition to EFI. If the nPartition is in vPars mode and has vPars
defined, then all the defined vPars in the nPartition are booted to EFI. If an individual vPar is
specified, it is booted to EFI.
If the nPartition is in nPars mode and a vPar is specified to be powered on, the OVERRIDE
argument changes the mode of the nPartition to vPars, powers on the nPartition and boots the
specified vPar.
If the nPartition is in vPars mode and has no vPars defined, the nPartition is powered on to
reach an active state. Once the nPartition is active, new vPars can be created and individually
powered on to reach EFI.

NOTE: If the EFI settings have been changed in the boot manager, the partition may
automatically boot all the way to the OS login prompt.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

From the GUI
For information to poweron a partition using the GUI, see “Booting from the GUI” (page 52).

REBOOT PARTITION

From the CLI

• Command:
REBOOT PARTITION {{<nPar ID>} [:vPar ID>] | ALL} [FORCE] [OVERRIDE]
}

• Description:
Reboots the OS on the specified nPartition or virtual partition.
The FORCE argument ungracefully reboots the OS in the specified partition. If the partition is
booted to EFI, then FORCE is required.
The OVERRIDE argument reboots all virtual partitions on the specified nPartition.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.
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From the GUI
For information on rebooting the partition, see “From the GUI”.

NOTE:
• The Partitioning firmware subsystem might internally translate a reboot or a reset into

deactivation of the partition followed by an activation without user's intervention to enable
user intent during the following scenarios:

◦ When there are Resource-deconfigurations in an nPar whose Parspec change policy is
disabled.

◦ On failure of a normal reboot, OA firmware translates the reboot to
deactivation-followed-by-activation.

• If there is a blade deconfiguration, upon reboot, the blade will be excluded from the activation
by partitioning subsystem. In this case, you can preferably choose to perform the
DVD-disconnect

• Deconfiguration of a blade or Pending deletion of a blade

◦ vPar reboot
When there is a pending deletion of a blade (that is, which has active DVD connection)
the DVD connection will persist across the reboot operation.

◦ nPar reboot in vPars mode
Upon an nPar reboot, vPar should also be rebooted if any of the vPars have active DVD
connections hosted on the deleted blade or deconfigured blade, the DVD connect will
be terminated.

◦ nPar reboot in nPars mode
If there are any active DVD connections hosted on the deconfigured blade or deleted
blade, the DVD connect will be terminated.

SET PARTITION DVD

From the CLI

• Command:
SET PARTITION DVD {CONNECT | DISCONNECT}{nPartition number or
name}[:vPartition number or name] [ENCLOSURE {enclosure number}]

• Description:
Connect or disconnect the specified partition from the specified URL or local enclosure DVD
drive. DISCONNECT will detach any URL in addition to “Enclosure DVD”.

IMPORTANT: Before connecting a DVD to a virtual partition, the iLO rootport (or ioslot) from
any of the blades in the nPartition must be assigned to the target virtual partition.

NOTE: Any active DVD connections in the partition are terminated when the partition is
shutdown. The DVD module may only be connected to a partition if there is a EI Torito CD
format media inserted in the drive.
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• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

From the GUI
The Virtual Media (vMedia) feature provides a virtual floppy disk, USB Key, or DVD. This allows
an HP Superdome 2 partition to boot and use standard media on the network to which the iLO on
a blade is connected. vMedia is also the mechanism used to give partitions access to the enclosure
DVD drive.
To connect to the enclosure DVD drive, the partition must be active. Select the Virtual Devices tab,
and then click the Connect to Enclosure DVD.

Figure 28 Connecting an enclosure DVD to an nPartition
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Figure 29 Connecting an enclosure DVD to a vPar

NOTE: A vPar can make a DVD/vmedia connection only if it owns the I/O slot 7 of a server
blade (an assigned resource of the containing nPar). When you want to connect or disconnect
DVD to a vpar, make sure that you have assigned I/O slot 7 (iLO slot) of a blade.
After you insert the DVD, the Connect to Enclosure DVD button is enabled.

Or
Select Launch Virtual Media. Figure 30 (page 66) shows the Launch Virtual Media button and the
Virtual Media screen.

Figure 30 Virtual Media Screen
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NOTE: Each nPar or vPar has its own Virtual media applet window, servicing the virtual media
connection. When there are multiple applet windows opened, switching back and forth between
the partition pages and applet windows, the virtual media connection may get disconnected. You
must reconnect the partition to the virtual media if you encounter this problem.

SHOW PARTITION DVD

From the CLI

• Command:
SHOW PARTITION DVD {nPartition number or name [:vPartition name or
number] | ALL}

• Description:
Displays the DVD connection status for the specified partition. If ALL is provided, the command
displays the DVD connections for the whole complex.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

From the GUI
To get information about any DVDs or vMedia that is attached to a partition, go to that particular
partition page, and select the Virtual Devices tab.

Figure 31 SHOW Partition DVD for an nPartition
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Figure 32 SHOW Partition DVD for vPar

For information about DVD connection to a nPar, see “From the GUI”

SHOW PARTITION INFO
• Command:

SHOW PARTITION INFO {{nPartition number or name} [:vPartition name
or number]|ALL}

• Description:
Displays information about the specified partitions.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

Force System Reset and Crash Dump (TOC) PARTITION

From the CLI

• Command:
TOC PARTITION {nPartition number or name}[:vPartition number or
name] [OVERRIDE]

• Description:
Performs a transfer-of-control reset of the specified nPartition or virtual partition. The OVERRIDE
argument TOC resets all virtual partitions on the specified nPartition.
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• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

From the GUI
On the partition's page, select the Virtual Devices tab, and then click Reset with Crash Dump.

Figure 33 TOC nPartition

Figure 34 TOC vPar
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UPDATE NPARTITION

IMPORTANT: This command is not available if you are using complex firmware that is earlier
than the Online Firmware Update release.
To update firmware for all partitions, see “UPDATE FIRMWARE” (page 71).

• Command:
UPDATE NPARTITION [ALL|<nPar name or number>|BLADE
<blade_resource_path>] <uri> [FORCE] [REINSTALL] [NOEXECUTE]

• Description:

The UPDATE NPARTITION command downloads a new flash image from the network
or a USB drive attached to the DVD module, or a DVD in the enclosure DVD drive in the

◦

monarch enclosure. This flash image is used to update the firmware for HP Superdome
2 cell blades within the specified partitions.

◦ The <uri> must be formatted as usb://<path> for USB installations. Use the SHOW USBKEY
command to obtain the <path>.

◦ The supported protocols for network installations are HTTPS, HTTP, TFTP, and FTP.

◦ The <uri> must be formatted as protocol://host/path/filename for network
installations.

◦ If your ftp server does not support anonymous logins, a username and password can be
specified within the <uri> with the following format:
ftp://username:password@host/path/filename.

◦ The FORCE argument must install a firmware bundle that is a lower revision level than
what is currently installed on the partitions.

◦ The REINSTALL argument forces the system to update the firmware of the specified
partitions regardless of current firmware revision.

◦ The NOEXECUTE argument stops the command without updating firmware.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

UPDATE SHOW NPARTITION

CLI

• Command:
UPDATE SHOW NPARTITION {nPartition name or number |ALL }

• Description:
Displays the version of the firmware bundle currently installed on the server blades within the
specified partitions.
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• Access level/Bay level:
All

• Restriction:
None

GUI
To view Firmware Summary information, click the Firmware Summary link.

Figure 35 Firmware Summary Information

UPDATE FIRMWARE

CLI

• Command:
UPDATE FIRMWARE { <uri> } [ FORCE ] [ REINSTALL ] [ ALL ][ NOEXECUTE
]

• Description:
Updates the Superdome system's firmware (except I/O firmware)

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.
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UPDATE SHOW FIRMWARE

CLI

• Command:
UPDATE SHOW { FIRMWARE | NPARTITION { nPar name or number | ALL }
}

• Description:
Displays the configured Superdome firmware version. The following Superdome 2 devices
are listed whose installed firmware version differs from the system's configured firmware
version: blade, XFM, SIOX, OA, GPSM.

• Access level/Bay level:
OA Administrator, OA Operator

• Restriction:
You must be connected to the monarch OA.

GUI
To view Firmware Summary information, click the Firmware Summary link.

Figure 36 Firmware Summary

HP Superdome 2 Boot Support
This section provides details of the accessories supported by HP Superdome 2 for booting purposes.
The only supported local disk is fibre channel – P2000 FC G3 array.

• Up to 12 LFF or 24 SFF SAS HDDs per array (SATA is available but not supported)

• Expandable up to 149 HDDs

• Suggest dedicated (per partition) 15K drives in Raid 1 configuration for performance or
availability
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• Up to 512 LUNs supported per P2000 FC G3 array

• P2000 FC G3 product options, HDD and RAID details in P2000 Fc G3 QuickSpec are
available at:
http://h18004.www1.hp.com/products/quickspecs/13551_div/13551_div.HTML

Each partition (nPartition or vPar) requires dedicated boot paths and dedicated HBAs.

• One dedicated FC HBA per partition – two dedicated FC HBA for Serviceguard

• AD221A; AD222A; AD393A (Emulex 4Gb combo) at initial release

• AH400A; AH401A (QLogic 8GB 1- 2-port HBA) at initial release

• AH402A; AH403A (Emulex 8GB 1- 2-port HBA) post initial release
Up to 32 partitions per HP Superdome 2 – 16s. Each IOX supports up to 12 HBAs. Each HP
Superdome 2 – 16s supports up to 4 IOX at initial release.
HP Superdome 2 partition limits:

• nPartitions: per blade =1; per SD2-8s = 4; per SD2-16s = 8

• vPars: per blade = 4; per SD2-8s = 16; per SD2-16s = 32; per nPartition = 16

Local Boot
Up to 4 boot paths are supported per P2000 FC G3 array.

• P2000 FC G3 array can support up to two dual port array controllers

• Each controller supports up to two 8GB FC links

Considerations for Local Boot

• Minimum configuration

One P2000 FC G3 can handle up to 4 partitions◦
◦ Boot paths are not redundant

– You must shutdown HP Superdome 2 to update P2000 FC G3 firmware.

• Optimal configuration

◦ Create redundant boot paths to separate dual controllers on the P2000 FC G3
– Would support only two partitions per array

Boot from local SAN

• HP Fibre Channel Switch(s)

HP StorageWorks 8/24 Base SAN Switch (AM868A) is the default switch◦
◦ 8GB switches recommended

• Considerations for Local SAN

Minimum configuration:
– For 16 or less partitions, one dual controller P2000 can be used

◦

◦ Optimal configuration (Redundant boot paths)
– Array must be configured to expose both the P2000 controllers to the partitions to

allow P2000 firmware updates
– The boot paths must be in separate switches and P2000 controllers.
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– Dual path connectivity allows the switch or array firmware updates without bringing
SD2 down

– For more redundancy or >16 partitions a second P2000 can be used

Boot from External SAN
An unlimited number of LUNs might be presented by an external SAN.
You must consider the following for a SAN boot:

• Dual paths to SAN/storage is recommended for all partitions

◦ Allows online updates of switch and array firmware

• Two hops or less is strongly recommended

• No factory installation of operating environment is available

◦ nPartition and vPar definition is available and is independent of the installation of an
operating system.

nPartition and Resource Health Status
The nPartition and resource status reveals the current health of the hardware. The nPartition resources
(blades and IObays) might have one of the following usage status:

DescriptionResource Usage

The slot has no resource.Empty

Resource is inactive.Inactive

Firmware is in the process of discovering or integrating the
resource. It cannot be used for partition operations.

Un-integrated

The resource is active in the partition.Active

The partition resources might display one of the following health status:

CommentMeaningResource health

Resource is present and usable.Okay/healthyOK

Resource has been deconfigured.DeconfiguredD

Resource has been indicted.IndictedI

A parent resource has been deconfigured. An example is the
status of a memory DIMM which is healthy when the blade in
which it is located is deconfigured. The DIMM status is then PD.

Parent DeconfiguredPD

Similar to PD except the parent resource has been indicted.Parent IndictedPI

A resource has been indicted and deconfiguredIndicted and DeconfiguredI D

A parent resource has been indicted and deconfigured.Parent Indicted and Parent
Deconfigured

PI PD

The health of an nPartition depends on the health of its owned resources. If there are unhealthy
resources, the health of the partition is marked as Degraded. If all the resources in the partition
are healthy, the health of the partition is reported as OK.

Viewing Partition and Resource Health Status Using the CLI
Use the parstatus command to view the health status of nPartitions:
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parstatus
NOTE: No action specified. Default behavior is display all.

[Complex]

Complex Name: Complex1
Complex UUID: FFFFFFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFFFFFFFFFF
Complex Capacity
  Compute Enclosure: 1
  IO Enclosure: 8
Monarch OA Location: 1
Model: N/A
Original Serial Number: Unset
Current Product Order Number: AH337A
OEM Manufacturer: N/A
Total number of partitions present: 0

[Enclosure]

Enclosure Enclosure Num    Num    Bay   Enclosure
Num       Type      Blades IOBays Slots Name
========= ========= ====== ====== ===== =========
1         Compute   8      0      8     stanley
5         IO        0      2      2     -
6         IO        0      2      2     -
7         IO        0      2      2     -
8         IO        0      2      2     -
9         IO        0      2      2     -
10        IO        0      2      2     -
11        IO        0      2      2     -
12        IO        0      2      2     -

[Blade]

Enclosure/ Blade          Usage/                  CPU         Memory            Use  Par Pending
Blade      Product Name   Status*                 OK/         (GB)              On   Num Deletion
                                                  Indicted/   OK/               Next
                                                  Deconf/     Indicted/         Boot
                                                  Max         Deconf
========== ============== ======================= =========== ================= ==== === ========
1/1        CB900s i4      Active Base /I D        16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no
1/2        CB900s i4      Active Base /OK         16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      yes  1   no
1/3        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/4        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/5        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/6        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/7        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -
1/8        CB900s i4      Inactive Base /OK       16/0/0/16   32.0/0.0/0.0      -    -   -

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

[IOBay]

Enclosure/ Usage/                  Par Pending
IOBay      Status*                 Num Deletion
========== ======================= === ========
5/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
5/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
6/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
6/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
7/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
7/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
8/1        Inactive /OK            -   -
8/2        Inactive /OK            -   -
9/1        Empty /Invalid          -   -
9/2        Empty /Invalid          -   -
10/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
10/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -
11/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
11/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -
12/1       Empty /Invalid          -   -
12/2       Empty /Invalid          -   -

* D-Deconfigured  I-Indicted

 nl   

 nl   

 nl   

 nl   

 nl   

 nl   

 nl   

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name
Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15
                                                  (GB)**         characters)
=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

*  D-Degraded
** Actual allocated for Active and User requested for Inactive partitions
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Viewing Partition and Resource Health Status Using the OA GUI
To view the partition and resource health status using the OA GUI, select the nPartition from the
left navigation pane. In the Status tab, the health status is shown as displayed in Figure 37 (page
76).

Figure 37 nPartition Health Status

Resource health policy
The following are the resource health policies:
1. Partitionable resources

a. Blades and Iobays are the nPar assignable resources. At the time of nPar activation only
the health of the blades and iobays are considered. (Exception failure_usage policy).

b. CPU cores, memory and Root Ports (RPs) are the vPar assignable resources. At the time
of vPar activation, the health of CPU cores and RPs are considered.

2. Non-partitionable resources
a. Partitioning subsystem does not keep track of the health of the non-partitionable resources

like xfm (cross-bar), GPSM, fans and so on.
b. If a cross-bar is deconfigured, then partitions may not be activated. However, the

partitioning subsystem will not be able to give any additional information for this case.
3. Health is hierarchical

a. The health of the resources is hierarchical. And the hierarchy is as seen in the resource
path. If a blade is deconfigured, then all the resources under the blade are considered
as deconfigured for activation.

b. There is one exception. Enclosure health is not taken into consideration in the hierarchical
health.

4. Deconfigured resources are excluded
a. If a resource is deconfigured (including parent deconfigured), then the resource will not

be activated. It will be excluded from the list of resources that are passed to the
downstream firmware components by the Partitioning subsystem while requesting
activation.

b. If a resource is currently deconfigured, but it got acquitted back in HR, then that is a
healthy resource. Partitioning subsystem will mark the resource as healthy and will proceed
with activating it.

5. Indicted resources are included
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a. Indicted resources are considered as healthy resources for activation.
b. However, an nPar can be marked “degraded” if it owns any indicted resources apart

from the deconfigured resources.
6. Deconfig failure usage policy

a. If a blade or iobay is deconfigured, then that blade or iobay is not activated.
b. By default, if a blade or iobay has some child resources that are deconfigured, then blade

or iobay is activated and all the healthy sub-blade or iobay resources are activated.
c. If the failure usage attribute of a blade or iobay is set to “deconfig”, and if the blade or

iobay has some deconfigured child resources, then the blade or iobay is excluded from
the list of nPar resources for activation. This is to keep the blade or iobay offline for
servicing.

7. Activation versus reboot
a. The policies used are same for first boot (activation) and reboot (re-activation).
b. During partition reboot, Partitioning subsystem tries to re-activate the partition with the

same set of resources. However, if one or more of the resources is not healthy, then the
partition reboot is internally translated into deactivation and then activation with the
healthy set of resources.
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7 Planning Your System for Virtual Partitions
Planning Your Virtual Partitions

A virtual partition is created by specifying the resources needed for the vPar. The resources that
can be assigned to a vPar are:
1. CPU-cores - You must either specify the number of CPU-cores that are part of the vPar, or

specify the resource paths of individual CPU-cores, or specify the socket resource paths and
quantity from where the CPUs are to be assigned.
• CPU-cores specified by Count will be assigned by the system at boot.

• CPU-cores specified by HW path are assigned at configuration time.

• CPU-Cores specified by Socket will have desired sockets assigned at configuration time
but the specific cores in a socket will be assigned by the system at boot.

• If configuring by socket local, then socket-local syntax will be required to configure unless
the system is LORA capable.

• If CPU-cores that had been added by socket-local syntax are to be removed from a vPar
in the DOWN state, then socket-local syntax should also be used for the removal.

• LORA capable systems optimize performance and do not need Socket local configurations.
2. Memory - You must specify the size or specify the socket resource path and size of the memory

to be assigned.
3. I/O - I/O is designated by either its rootport or IO slot resource path. The rootports or IO slots

are nodes where the storage or networking devices are attached.
Before planning virtual partitions, collect the required hardware information about the resources
that can be assigned to vPars. If you have booted HP-UX in the nPar, collect this information, using
the parstatus command either from the OA or the OS by using ioscan. If there is no OS
available, you can boot the nPartition to the UEFI prompt and issue the command info io. Also,
if the nPartition is powered on in vPars mode, you can use vparstatus -A to get the available
vPar assignable resources.

Virtual Partitions Layout Plan
Before you create vPars, you must have a plan of how you want to configure the virtual partitions
within your server. This section lists the following topics:

• “Virtual Partition Names” (page 78)

• “Minimal Hardware Configuration” (page 79)

• “CPU-core” (page 79)

• “Memory” (page 86)

• “I/O” (page 89)

• “Syntax, Rules, and Notes” (page 91)

Virtual Partition Names
A vPar name must have at least one of the following non-numeric characters: a-z, A-Z, dash (-),
underscore (_), or period (.). No other non-numeric characters are allowed in a vPar name. The
maximum length of a vPar name is 254 characters. If the name is not specified either through the
-p or -P options, a default name in the format vParNNNN is given to the vPar.
Although the underscore (_) is a legal character within the name of a vPar, it is not a legal character
within the Domain Name System (DNS), thus making it inappropriate if you wish your vPar names
to match your OS hostnames.
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Minimal Hardware Configuration
Every bootable virtual partition must have at least:

• 1 CPU-core
On HP Integrity Superdome 2, by default, a vPar is created with zero CPU-cores. Such a vPar
cannot boot.

• System memory (sufficient for HP-UX and the applications in that partition)

• A boot disk (when using a mass storage unit, check your hardware manual to verify that it
can support a boot disk)

Although it is not required for booting a virtual partition, you can add a LAN card for networking.

NOTE: For your virtual partitions, use the number of CPUs, amount of memory, boot disk
configuration, and LAN cards as required for your OS and applications.

CPU-core
There are 3 major types of CPU assignments. They are Count, Resource Path and Socket Local
Processor (SLP). With SLP, specified cores are from a single socket. Use SLP for best performance,
by assigning CPU-cores and memory from the same sockets to a vPar.

NOTE:
Processor Terminology
Processing resources under vPars, both as input arguments and command outputs, are described
as “CPU-cores.” The term “processor” refers to the hardware component that plugs into a processor
socket. Therefore, a single processor can have more than one core, and vPars commands refer to
the CPU-core with its resource path.
Two vPars terms pre-date multi-core processors, so they are exceptions to this terminology:
• Boot processor: refers to the CPU-core on which the OS kernel of the virtual partition was

booted.
• Socket local processor (SLP): refers to a CPU-core in a specified socket on a specified blade.

CPU-core: Boot Processor Definitions
The Boot Processor is the CPU-core on which the OS kernel of the virtual partition was booted.
There is one boot processor per virtual partition.

NOTE: The term "CPU" will be used to signify "CPU-core" throughout the rest of the chapter.

CPU-core: Specifying Min and Max Limits
The syntax to specify min and max CPUs assigned to a virtual partition is:
-a, -m cpu:::[min]:[max]

where:
-a adds resources to a virtual partition.
-m modifies the existing resources in a virtual partition.
min is the minimum number of CPUs required to boot the virtual partition, and the minimum

number of CPUs that must remain assigned to the partition.
max is the maximum number of CPUs that can be assigned to the virtual partition.
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NOTE: On an HP Integrity Superdome 2 system, a vPar is created with zero CPUs by default.
Therefore, the default cpu:::[min] value is zero. The default cpu::::[max] value is the total number
of CPUs in the nPartition.
The virtual partition must be in the "Down" state to set the minimum or maximum value. Now the
firmware allows you to create vPars irrespective of the min or max count, but upon poweron, it
fails with the appropriate error message if it is not in the range of minimum or maximum count.
The total count of CPUs in the virtual partition must always be greater than or equal to min and
less than or equal to max.

Examples

• To set the minimum number of CPUs to 2:
vparmodify -N <nPar name> -m cpu:::2

• To set the minimum number of CPUs to 2 and the maximum to 4:
vparmodify -N <nPar name> -m cpu:::2:4

CPU-core: Adding and Deleting by Total
The syntax to add or delete CPUs is:
-a, -d, -m cpu::num

where:
-a, -d, -m specifies adding, deleting, or modifying the total count of CPUs
cpu::num specifies the number of CPUs
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NOTE:
• -d cpu::num syntax (deletion by total), or
• -d socket:{socket_path}:cpu::num syntax (deletion by total in a specific socket), or
• -d cpu:hw_path syntax (deletion by resource path)
Any CPU can be deleted by-path, regardless of how it was assigned. If you delete by-path a CPU
that was assigned by-count, the count of system assigned CPUs will be reduced. If you delete
by-path a CPU that was assigned by-socket, the SLP count for that socket will be reduced.
If you delete CPUs by-count, the OS will choose the optimal CPU to delete, from all the CPUs in
the vPar, regardless of how the CPU was assigned to the vPar. This will delete CPUs that were
assigned by-path or by-socket. If a delete by-count removes CPUs that were assigned by-path, the
count of user-assigned CPUs will be reduced. If a delete by-count removes CPUs from a socket that
had SLP assignments, the SLP count for that socket will be reduced.
If you delete CPUs by-socket, the OS will choose the optimal CPU in the socket to delete, from all
the CPUs in that socket assigned to the vPar, regardless of how the CPU was assigned. This will
delete the CPUs that were assigned by-path or by-count. If a delete by-socket removes a CPU that
was assigned by path, the count of user-assigned CPUs will be reduced.
You cannot modify a vPar when it is at EFI. You can modify cores in an active vPar, but not memory,
ioslots, or min or max IA.
For example,

In this example, the Partition 1:1 is UP and has cores assigned

by-path, by-count and by-socket:

vparstatus -vp 1:1

[CPU Details]

Min/Max: 4/50

User assigned [Path]:  2/8/1/1

                       2/8/1/3

Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0

System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0

                        1/1/1/0

                        1/1/1/1

                        2/8/0/0

                        2/8/0/1

                        2/8/0/2

                        2/8/0/3

                        2/8/1/0

Non-socket-specific:

 User assigned [Count]:   2

 System assigned [Count]: 5

Socket-specific [Count]:  Socket-ID/Count

                            2/8/0     3

We request a deletion of one core by-count:

vparmodify -p 1:1 -d cpu::1

vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus with

-v option to determine the completion status of the operation.
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vparstatus -vp 1:1

[CPU Details]

Min/Max:  4/50

User assigned [Path]: 2/8/1/1

                      2/8/1/3

Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0

System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0

                        1/1/1/0

                        1/1/1/1

                        2/8/0/0

                        2/8/0/2

                        2/8/0/3

                        2/8/1/0

Non-socket-specific:

 User assigned [Count]:   2

 System assigned [Count]: 5

Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count

                           2/8/0     2

The core 2/8/0/1 is removed. This core was assigned by-socket, the SLP count for socket 2/8/0
is decremented.
Now delete core 1/1/1/0, by-path. It was assigned by-count, but any core (except the boot core)
can be removed by path:

vparmodify -p 1:1 -d cpu:1/1/1/0

vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus

with -v option to determine the completion status of the operation.

vparstatus -vp 1:1

[CPU Details]

Min/Max:  4/50

User assigned [Path]: 2/8/1/1

                      2/8/1/3

Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0

System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0

                        1/1/1/1

                        2/8/0/0

                        2/8/0/2

                        2/8/0/3

                        2/8/1/0

Non-socket-specific:

 User assigned [Count]:   2

 System assigned [Count]: 4

Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count

                          2/8/0      2 

The system assigned count is decremented.
There are 3 cores in socket 2/8/0. Two are assigned by-socket, one assigned by-path. You can
remove all three with a delete by-socket:
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vparmodify -p 1:1 -d socket:2/8/0:cpu::3

vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus with

-v option to determine the completion status of the operation.

vparstatus -vp 1:1

[CPU Details]

min/Max: 4/50

User assigned [Path]: 2/8/1/1

                      2/8/1/3

Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0

                       1/1/1/1

                       2/8/1/0

Non-socket-specific:

 User assigned [Count]:   2

 System assigned [Count]: 3

Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count

                               <none>

The total number of cores in the vPar increases when the -a option is used.
The total number of cores in the vPar decreases when the -d option is used and is set to num when
the -m option is used.

vparcreate

With the vparcreate command, use the -a option and specify as num the number of CPUs
allocated to the virtual partition.
If no cpu syntax is given on the vparcreate command line, the default value for total cpu is 0.

Example

• To create a virtual partition with 3 CPUs, set num to 3:
vparcreate -N nParID -p vParID -a cpu::3

or
vparcreate -p nparID:vParID -a cpu::3

vparmodify

With the vparmodify command, you can use:
• -a option to add num CPUs to the virtual partition,
• -d option to delete num CPUs from the virtual partition,
• -m option to modify (set) to num the number of CPUs assigned to the partition.

Examples

• If an existing partition has 2 CPUs and you want to set the number of CPUs to 3, modify the
number of CPUs assigned to the partition using the -m option and set num to 3:
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -m cpu::3

To set the number of CPUs back to two, use the -m option and set num to 2:
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vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -m cpu::2

• If you want to add 1 CPU—core to an existing partition, regardless of its current CPU—core
count, you can add 1 CPU—core by using the -a option and setting num to 1:
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a cpu::1

To remove the added CPU—core from the partition, use the -d option and set num to 1:
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -d cpu::1

CPU-core: Adding or Deleting by Socket Local Processor (SLP)

NOTE: If you start with all SLP assignments, but use gWLM, over time, the SLP assignments will
get converted to by-count assignments. This happens because gWLM adds and deletes by-count.

SLP is similar to the socket local memory (SLM), and refers to CPUs in a specific socket on a specific
blade. The syntax to specify SLP is:
-a, -d socket:socket_ID:cpu::num

where:
-a is adding
-d is deleting
socket_ID is the path (enclosure#/blade#/socket#)

num is the number of CPU-cores from the socket to be added to or deleted from the
virtual partition. Note that the num CPU-cores must be available in the socket and
in the nPartition before they can be added. To verify the allocation of num
CPU-cores, use the vparstatus -A command when the nPartition is booted in
vPar mode.

Examples

• To create a virtual partition using 2 CPU-cores from socket 0 on blade 1:
vparcreate -N <nPar name> -p <vPar name> -a socket:1/1/0:cpu::2

• To increase the number of CPU-cores by 2 using the CPU-cores from socket 0 on blade 1:
vparmodify -N <nPar name> -p <vPar name> -a socket:1/1/0:cpu::2

• To decrease the number of CPU-cores by 2 removing CPUs from socket 0 on blade 1:
vparmodify -N <nPar name> -p <vPar name> -d socket:1/1/0:cpu::2

CPU-core: Adding or Deleting by Resource Path
To specify by resource path, use the following syntax:
-a, -d cpu:cpu_path

where:
-a is adding
-d is deleting
cpu_path is the resource path of the cpu (you can find the resource path of an existing and

defined vPar using the vparstatus -v -p <nPar_id:vPar_id>) command.

NOTE: For vPars that are UP, any CPU can be deleted by path; if the CPU was added by count,
the by-count total will change. If the CPU was added by socket, the SLP count for that socket will
change.
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Example

• To add the CPU at 1/1/0/0 (enclosure 1, blade1, socket 0, core 0) and 1/1/0/1 to
vPar0001:
vparmodify -N <nPar name> -p <vPar name> -a cpu:1/1/0/0 -a
cpu:1/1/0/1

CPU: Summary Information
Impact on vPars Commands: Specifying CPU
Table 7 (page 85) lists the CPU resource paths in the following four ways:

Table 7 CPU-core Allocation

ExampleResource PathFormsAllocating By

vparcreate -p Oslo -N Norway -a cpu:1/1/0/0enclosure#/blade#/
cpusocket#/cpucore#

cpu:cpu_pathCPU resource path

vparcreate -p Oslo -N Norway -a cpu::2All positive integerscpu::numCPU count

vparcreate -p Oslo -N Norway -a
socket:3/6/0:cpu::2

enclosure#/blade#/cpusocket#socket:socket_id:
cpu::num

socket path

vparcreate -p Oslo -N Norway -a cpu::2:8All positive integerscpu:::[min][:[max]]Defining the
minimum and
maximum CPUs

Deleting CPU-cores Summary

• If the vPar is up or down, you can delete only a specific CPU by using a by-path deletion.
If the vPar is down, you can delete only by-path CPUs that were assigned by path, because
at that point, the by-count and by-socket assignments will be just counts, and not specific CPUs.

CPU Allocation
On HP Integrity Superdome 2, the parstatus command provides all the required CPU information
from the OA without installing or booting to the nPar mode.
To map the HP-UX hardware paths in the newly created vPar to the resource paths used to create
it, call ioscan using the option -m resourcepath that maps HP-UX hardware paths to resource
paths.
The first vPartition is configured with the AD221 Ethernet / Fibre channel combination card at
hardware address 48/0/0/2/0/0/2/0. Run the following command to view the configuration:
# ioscan –m resourcepath | grep cpucore

1/120                   0x100ff02ff000017               cpucore-1/2/0/0

1/122                   0x100ff02ff000117               cpucore-1/2/0/1

1/124                   0x100ff02ff000217               cpucore-1/2/0/2

1/126                   0x100ff02ff000317               cpucore-1/2/0/3

1/128                   0x100ff02ff010017               cpucore-1/2/1/0

1/130                   0x100ff02ff010117               cpucore-1/2/1/1

1/132                   0x100ff02ff010217               cpucore-1/2/1/2

1/134                   0x100ff02ff010317               cpucore-1/2/1/3
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or, for this example, run the following command.
# # ioscan -m resourcepath | grep 48/0/0/2/0

48/0/0/2/0              0x900010002ffff8e               iorp-9/1/0/0/2
48/0/0/2/0/0            0x90001000203ff85               ioslot-9/1/3

Memory
There are two major types of memory addressing, Socket Local Memory (SLM), and InterLeaved
Memory (ILM). With SLM, entire memory address ranges are from a single socket. For best
performance, memory and CPU-cores from the same sockets must be assigned to a vPar. ILM is
an address range of memory whose adjacent addresses reside on one or more sockets in the
underlying nPartition.
Memory Granularity
The nPartition memory is divided into multiple memory granules by firmware to assign memory
easily to vPars. The size of these memory granules can be optionally specified by the user. Memory
granularity refers to the size of these memory granules.

NOTE: The memory granules are not the actual memory DIMMs.

You can specify the granularity for SLM and ILM separately. However, the following applies to
both types of memory:
• Memory granularity is specified during the creation of nPartition. Any modification thereafter

requires you to reboot the nPartition.
• The minimum values (ILM and SLM granularity) are 256 MB.

• The default value is OS dependent and may be adjusted based on the total memory available
in the nPartition.

• Memory is assigned to virtual partitions in multiples of granule sizes.
HP recommends to retain the default memory granularity value chosen by the system, unless there
is a specific requirement to change it.

Assigning Memory to a vPar

• The -a mem::size option is used to assign size megabytes of ILM to a vPar.

• The -a socket:socket_id:mem::size option assigns sizemegabytes of SLM from socket
socket_id to a vPar.
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NOTE: Either 1 Gb or 2 Gb of ILM is reserved by System Firmware for boot and run-time needs
of the nPartition.
For example, consider an nPar configured in nPars mode and 100% SLM. After poweron,
parstatus would report 2 Gb of memory in ILM.

Before poweron:

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name

Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15

                                                  (GB)**         characters)

=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

3   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      0      0.0/32.0      nPar0003      

After poweron:

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* #of    #of    ILM/          Partition Name

Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15

                                                  (GB)**         characters)

=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

3   Active /EFI             OK      1      0      2.0/30.0      nPar0003

Now consider an nPar with 100% SLM configured in vPars mode with a max_vpars value of 2.

Before poweron:

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* #of    #of    ILM/          Partition Name

Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15

                                                  (GB)**         characters)

=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

4   Inactive /DOWN          OK      1      0      0.0/32.0      nPar0004      

After poweron:

[Partition]

Par State/                  Status* # of   # of   ILM/          Partition Name

Num RunState                        Blades IOBays SLM           (first 15

                                                  (GB)**         characters)

=== ======================= ======= ====== ====== ============= ===============

4   Active /RUN_VPARS       OK      1      0      2.0/30.0      nPar0004
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Vparstatus –N4 –A reports 1 Gb of ILM as vPar assignable memory. So, the remaining 1 Gb
of ILM is reserved for the nPartition needs.

[Available CPUs]:  8

[CPUs (path)]:  1/6/0/0

                1/6/0/1

                1/6/0/2

                1/6/0/3

                1/6/1/0

                1/6/1/1

                1/6/1/2

                1/6/1/3

[Socket CPU (Socket-ID Count)]:  1/6/0 4

                                 1/6/1 4

[Available I/O devices (path)]:  [Root Port] [Slot]

                                  1/6/0/0/0   1/6/4

                                  1/6/0/0/2   1/6/5

                                  1/6/0/1/0   1/6/1

                                  1/6/0/1/2   1/6/2

                                  1/6/0/2/0   1/6/3

                                  1/6/0/2/2   1/6/6

                                  1/6/0/2/3   1/6/7

[Available ILM (MB)]:  1024

[Available SLM (Socket-ID MB)]:  1/6/0 15360

                                 1/6/1 15360

Consider another example of an nPar configured in vPars mode, with 50% SLM and a default
max_vpars setting (16). Following a successful poweron, vparstatus –N5 –A on this nPar
reports 14 Gb of vPar assignable ILM. That means about 2 Gb of ILM has been reserved for the
nPar needs.
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[Available CPUs]:  8

[CPUs (path)]:  1/7/0/0

                1/7/0/1

                1/7/0/2

                1/7/0/3

                1/7/1/0

                1/7/1/1

                1/7/1/2

                1/7/1/3

[Socket CPU (Socket-ID Count)]:  1/7/0 4

                                 1/7/1 4

[Available I/O devices (path)]:  [Root Port] [Slot]

                                  1/7/0/0/0   1/7/4

                                  1/7/0/0/2   1/7/5

                                  1/7/0/1/0   1/7/1

                                  1/7/0/1/2   1/7/2

                                  1/7/0/2/0   1/7/3

                                  1/7/0/2/2   1/7/6

                                  1/7/0/2/3   1/7/7

[Available ILM (MB)]:  14336

[Available SLM (Socket-ID MB)]:  1/7/0 8192

                                 1/7/1 8192

Note that specifying the max_vpars value helps the system reserve only the needed amount of
memory to manage the runtime needs of firmware. When that is not specified, the system defaults
to a max_vpars of 16. This explains the difference in the available vPar assignable ILM in the
previous examples.

If size is not an integral multiple of the granularity of the specified memory type, vPars normally
adjusts it upward to the next granule boundary.
In a vPar environment, either of the above command-line options allows the system to reserve the
available indicated memory. Thus, it is possible to define vPars with more memory than nPartition.
Actual memory ranges are only assigned to the vPar when it is booted. The memory ranges might
vary for every boot sequence.

I/O
The vPar assignable IO resources are rootports or ioslots in the blades and I/O bays. Each I/O
bay consists of an iohub, which is the chip that supports up to three root complexes. The rootports
live under a root complex. Each root complex supports two rootports, providing a total of up to
six PCIe slots per iobay. The iohub and root complex are elements in the I/O hierarchy leading
upto the rootport in a BIOX. However, vPar assignable resources occur at the rootport level, with
the iohub and root complex included in the resourcepath leading upto it. Rootports and ioslots are
the ways of representing I/O resources. The
nl

parstatus -c enclosure#/blade# -V command provides the rootport to ioslot mapping
for the I/O resources on a blade. Similarly, the parstatus -i IOX#/IObay# -V command
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provides the rootport to ioslot mapping for the I/O resources in an I/O bay. Rootports and ioslots
have a one-to-one mapping and either of them can be used to assign I/O to a vPar. The rootport
(RP) or ioslot is specified in the resource path format. Typically disk devices or LAN devices get
attached to a rootport. On blades, iLO is also off a rootport.

Assigning I/O at the rootport or I/O slot Level
You can run the vparcreate and vparmodify commands with either of these parameters:
rootport resourcepath format: -a io:9/1/0/0/2
or
ioslot resource path format: -a ioslot:9/1/3
A vPartition may be created at the OA with the following command:
vparcreate -N5 –p1 -a cpu::4 -a mem::6000 -a ioslot:9/1/3

To verify that the created vPar had the expected IO in that slot, you can check using efi (info io),
and then run ioscan -m resourcepath once the OS has booted. It searches for the ioslot
number:
# ioscan -m resourcepath | grep 9/1/3

48/0/0/2/0/0            0x90001000203ff85               ioslot-9/1/3

To get the IO details, this result is used in a second call to ioscan.
#  ioscan -kf -H 48/0/0/2/0 
Class     I  H/W Path        Driver    S/W State   H/W Type     Description
============================================================================
ba       30  48/0/0/2/0      PCItoPCI    CLAIMED     BUS_NEXUS    PCItoPCI Bridge
slot     18  48/0/0/2/0/0    pci_slot    CLAIMED     SLOT         PCI Slot
ba       31  48/0/0/2/0/0/0  PCItoPCI    CLAIMED     BUS_NEXUS    PCItoPCI Bridge
ba       32  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/2/0                     PCItoPCI    CLAIMED     BUS_NEXUS    PCItoPCI Bridge
lan       8  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/2/0/0/0                 iether      CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP AD221-60001 PCIe 
1000Base-T 4Gb FC/1000r
ba       33  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0                     PCItoPCI    CLAIMED     BUS_NEXUS    PCItoPCI Bridge
fc        0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0                 fclp        CLAIMED     INTERFACE    HP AD221-60001 PCIe 
Fibre Channel 1-port 4r
fcp       0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25              fclp_fcp    CLAIMED     INTERFACE    FCP Domain
ext_bus   1  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0        fclp_vbus   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    FCP Array Interface
target    1  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0      tgt         CLAIMED     DEVICE       
ctl       1  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.0    sctl        CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA CONTROLLER
disk      0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.1    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      1  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.2    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      2  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.3    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      3  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.4    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      4  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.5    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      5  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.6    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      6  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.0.7    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
target    2  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1      tgt         CLAIMED     DEVICE       
disk      7  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.0    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      8  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.1    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk      9  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.2    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     10  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.3    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     11  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.4    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     12  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.5    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     13  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.6    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     14  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.1.7    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
target    3  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2      tgt         CLAIMED     DEVICE       
disk     15  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.0    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     16  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.1    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     17  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.2    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     18  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.3    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     19  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.4    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     20  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.5    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
disk     21  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.0.0.2.6    sdisk       CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA VOLUME
ext_bus   0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.255.0      fclp_vbus   CLAIMED     INTERFACE    FCP Device Interface
target    0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.255.0.0    tgt         CLAIMED     DEVICE       
ctl       0  48/0/0/2/0/0/0/4/0/0/0.25.0.255.0.0.0  sctl        CLAIMED     DEVICE       HP   MSA CONTROLLER

The rootport is associated with the I/O slot hosting the PCIe port. Table 8 (page 91) displays the
I/O hierarchy:
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Table 8 Assigning I/O Resources

Long Form
Medium
Form

Short
FormResource PathResourcesI/O

enclosure3/blade6/iohub0/iorc1/iorp2iorp-3/6/0/1/23/6/0/1/2blade_enclosure/blade/
iohub/rootcomplex/rootport

BladeRootport

enclosure7/iobay1/iohub0/iorc1/iorp2iorp-7/1/0/1/27/1/0/1/2io_enclosure/iobay/
iohub/rootcomplex/rootport

I/O
Bay

enclosure3/blade6/ioslot5ioslot-3/6/53/6/5blade_enclosure#/blade#/ioslot#BladeI/O
Slot

enclosure7/iobay1/ioslot4ioslot-7/1/47/1/4IO_enclosure#/iobay#/ioslot#I/O
Bay

Mapping to interconnect ports

Table 9 A1234 Pass-through Ethernet switch module port mapping

Server Blade Slot (FH)

87654321NIC
number

on-Blade
I/O

IB1–16IB1–15IB1–14IB1–13IB1–12IB1–11IB1–10IB1–91ioslot
4–LOM
1

IB2–16IB2–15IB2–14IB2–13IB2–12IB2–11IB2–10IB2–92

IB1–8IB1–7IB1–6IB1–5IB1–4IB1–3IB1–2IB1–13ioslot
5–LOM
2

IB2–8IB2–7IB2–6IB2–5IB2–4IB2–3IB2–2IB2–14

• IB1 is Interconnect Bay 1.

• IB2 is Interconnect Bay 2.

Powering up the complex

Powering up the compute enclosure
Setting up ac power for the enclosure varies depending on whether you have a single-phase ac
configuration or a three-phase ac configuration.

Syntax, Rules, and Notes
When a virtual partition is down, vparstatus does not show any CPU-core assigned as the boot
processor. The boot processor is not assigned until the virtual partition is actually booted.
Table 10 (page 91) lists the summary of resource syntax forms.

Table 10 Resource syntax summary

# times/commandOptionsFormsResource

Multiple-a, -dcpu:cpu_pathCPU

Once-a, -m, -dcpu::num

Once-mcpu:::{min}:{max}

Once per socket_id-a, -d, -msocket:socket_id:cpu::num

-- or --

Multiple-a, -dcore:core_path

Once-a, -d, -mcore::num
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Table 10 Resource syntax summary (continued)

# times/commandOptionsFormsResource

Once-mcore:::{min}:{max}

Once per socket_id-a, -d, -msocket:socket_id:core::num

Multiple-a, -d, -mio:io_pathI/O

Multiple-a, -d, -mioslot:ioslot_path

Once-a, -d, -mmem::ilm_sizeMemory

Once per socket_id-a, -d, -msocket:socket_id:mem::slm_size

Counts Summary

• At all times, the rule of min<=total<=max is enforced.

• The first field is always one of the (case-insensitive) strings: cpu, core, io, ioslot, mem, or socket.

• num, min, and max are all positive integers. num and min can be 0 in the case of —m.

Parspec change policy
The “parspec change policy” is an attribute of an nPar that the user can enable or disable. By
default, it is enabled. The parspec change policy determines whether the OA can automatically
modify a parspec to enable a partition operation (such as booting). In some scenarios, the system
cannot meet the customer requested resource or attribute specifications in the parspec for an nPar
or vPar. This could be due to non-existent resources or degraded resources or other restrictions in
the hardware architecture. Under these circumstances, the partition configuration in the parspec
might need to be modified to make progress. The parspec change policy attribute of the nPar
enables you to choose the behavior in these cases. If the parspec change policy is enabled (default),
the affected partition operation is continued with the available or modified resources or attributes
after making the required changes in the parspec. If the parspec change policy is disabled, the
affected partition operation is failed and no changes are made to the parspec.
For example, consider a scenario where the memory granularity specified by the user cannot be
accommodated by the system and a new memory granularity value must be applied. This is likely
to affect the vPar memory sizes specified by the user and stored in the parspec because they will
have to be rounded up to be a multiple of the new memory granularity. Users might want to make
vPar memory size adjustments manually and not have the system make any changes in the vPar
memory sizes they have assigned. In such cases, they need to disable the parspec change policy
for the nPar before they configure and boot vPars.

A note on Deconfiguration
On a vPars system, when a virtual partition with parspec change policy disabled goes down and
contains a deconfigured or deactivated CPU, the partition controller on the OA will try to
decommission the CPU from use and replace it with another good CPU, if possible. If this is not
possible, the partition controller will not allow the partition to boot until the user modifies the vPar
configuration to use the available healthy CPU-cores. The following are some of the cases where
the partition controller may not allow the vPar to boot when parspec change policy is disabled:
• There is a deconfigured or deactivated CPU, which has been reserved for the partition as part

of the total (cpu::num) request and partition controller does not have any free CPUs with which
to replace it. To correct this, you can delete CPUs from other inactive partitions and add them
to this vPar to allow it to boot or you may reduce the assigned CPU count of this vPar to allow
it to boot with a reduced set.

• There is a deconfigured or deactivated CPU that has been bound to the partition by resource
path (cpu:hw_path). Partition Controller does not try to replace a CPU-core assigned to a vPar
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by resource path. To correct this, you can remove the CPU specified by resource path using
vparmodify -d cpu:resourcepath to allow the deconfigured or deactivated CPU to be
decommissioned. Add a different CPU to vPar using vparmodify if needed.

• There is a deconfigured CPU which has been reserved for the partition as part of a SLP request
(socket id:cpu::num) and there are no free SLPs in that socket. To correct this, you can make
available CPUs from that socket by deleting the CPUs that are part of this socket from other
partitions or delete the CPUs from the socket in this partition.

On a vPars system, when a virtual partition with parspec change policy disabled goes down and
contains a deconfigured or unavailable IO slot, the partition controller will not allow the partition
to boot until the user modifies the vPar configuration to remove the unhealthy or unavailable IO
slot. The user can issue vparmodify -d ioslot:ioslot_path to allow the deconfigured IO slot to
be decommissioned. The user can also add a different IO slot to vPar using vparmodify if needed.
If the parspec change policy is enabled (default), then the partition is booted with existing resources
and the parspec is modified to delete the deconfigured resource. Please note that you will need
to manually add back the resource using the vparmodify command when the resource is healthy
and available for use.
Examples

• A CPU, 1/1/0/0, is added by path to a vPar with total 4 CPUs.

• The CPU is deconfigured because of an error on the next boot of the vPar.

• If parspec change policy is enabled, the vPar will boot without 1/1/0/0 and with the remaining
3 CPUs that are part of the partition, and the parspec will be modified to delete 1/1/0/0.

• The CPU might be acquitted by the health subsystem at a later point or the blade containing
the CPU might be replaced. So, the CPU is now available, but is not automatically added
back to the vPar. The vPar will continue to boot with 3 CPUs, until the user does a vparmodify
and adds the same CPU or another CPU.
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8 Managing and Booting Virtual Partitions
This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “Modes: Switching between nPars and vPars Modes ” (page 94)

• “Managing: Creating a Virtual Partition” (page 98)

◦ “Booting a Virtual Partition” (page 98)

◦ “Managing: Modifying attributes of a Virtual Partition” (page 99)

◦ “Commands: Displaying vPars Resource Information (vparstatus)” (page 100)

◦ “Shutting Down or Rebooting a Virtual Partition” (page 104)

◦ “Shutting down all Virtual Partitions” (page 105)

◦ “Managing: Removing a Virtual Partition” (page 105)

Modes: Switching between nPars and vPars Modes

Modes
The mode can be set for an nPartition during creation time using the parcreate or the parmodify
command. Mode switching can thus be performed from the OA CLI. For vPars usage, there are
only two modes:
• vPars

Sets the next nPartition boot, to boot into the vPars environment. This enables you to boot to
the vPars mode, thereby booting all the virtual partitions in the nPartition.

• nPars
Sets the next nPartition boot, to boot into the standalone environment. In this mode, you cannot
boot the virtual partitions. However, you can boot any OE instance into the standalone mode.
For an nPartition that is already inactive, the mode switch occurs when the inactive nPartition
is booted.

By default, the memory setting for npars mode remains as 87.5% SLM and 12.5% ILM whereas
for vpars mode, it remains as 0% SLM and 100% ILM. The mode switch will not automatically
change the settings of ILM/SLM in the nPartition. You need to set this explicitly to change the
memory configuration using-L or -m blade option. When changing from vPar mode to nPar mode
there will be no change in the ratio of SLM and ILM.
If you want to configure SLM value, run parmodify command:
parmodify -p<nPar_id> -m
blade:<blade_path>:[blade_type]:[use_on_next_boot]:[failure_usage]:[slm_value]

Setting the mode using the OA GUI
The mode can be set for an nPartition during creation time using the Boot Options in the Modify
nPartition Window. Mode switching can thus be performed from the OA GUI.
To set the mode using OA GUI:
1. Open the OA GUI.
2. Login using the administrator credentials.
3. Click on nPartition name.
4. In the nPartition Status tab, click Modify nPartition.
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5. Expand the Boot Options row to select the boot option.
6. Click Apply.

The mode is set for the next boot of the nPartition.

Figure 38 Setting mode using the OA GUI
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Setting the mode using the OA CLI
• parmodify -p <npar_name> [-N] next_boot_mode

where:
next_boot_mode has the value of either vPars or nPars
Specifies whether the nPartition has to be booted as a single partition (nPars mode) capable
of running only a single operating system (OS) instance or as one or more virtual partitions
(vPars mode) as defined in the virtual partition database in the partition specification, each
capable of running its own OS instance.

Booting from the CLI
To set the vPars environment, you must set the nPartition into vPars mode so that the next
nPartition boot allows you to boot into vPars mode. To set the nPartition mode:
1. Set the nPartition in vPar mode.

# parmodify –p <npar_name> -N vpars

NOTE: If you change the nPar from nPars to vPars mode or vice versa, the SLM
percentage will be set to the default for that mode (87.5% for nPars mode and 0% for
the vPars mode).

2. Do one of the following:
a. poweron partition {nPartition identifier}[:{vPar identifier}]

(Not specifying a vPar will result in all of the vPars in the nPartition to be booted.)
b. Use the pe command to prompt you for the partition to activate:

Example 4 Booting a vPar

pe

This command controls power enable to a partition.

   Partition   Partition
   Number      Name
   ---------   ---------
   1           nPar0001
   2           nPar0002
   2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
   Q)  Quit

   Select partition number: 2:1

   The power state is OFF for partition 2:1.
   In what state do you want the power? (ON/OFF) on

Booting from the GUI
In the OA GUI, using the left navigation pane, go to the vPar's partition status page. Click on the
Virtual Devices tab and then click on the Momentary Press button:
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Figure 39 Booting vPar from the GUI

Getting the vPar Console
You can use either the command line or the GUI to access the system console of the virtual partition.

From the CLI
Use the co command with or without the partition ID.

Example 5 Example

co

        Partition   Partition
        Number      Name
        ---------   ---------
        1           nPar0001
        2           nPar0002
        2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
        Q)  Quit
        Select partition number: 2:1
----Log Snippet---------
----Log Snippet---------
         Welcome to the Superdome 2 console
               <use <Ctrl-b> to exit.>
Shell> 

From the GUI
On the OA GUI, click the Remote Console tab to access the system console of the virtual partition
from the details page of each partition.
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Figure 40 Remote Console

NOTE: On HP Integrity Superdome 2, vpmon is not supported. If you attempt booting vpmon
from the ISL prompt the following error message is displayed:
ERROR: Unsupported boot environment for vpar monitor! Booting vpmon not supported on this
platform Resetting the system!

Managing: Creating a Virtual Partition
You can create a virtual partition using the vparcreate command.
Examples

• Consider that you want to create a virtual partition (vPar0001) in the first nPartition (nPar0001),
with 6 cores, 4 gigabytes of RAM, and the HBA in IO extender 6, Bay 2, Slot 3. This is done
from the OA command line with the vparcreate command. Because the command is issued
outside the nPar, either the option –N {nParID} or the vParID format of {nParID}:{vParID} is
used. For nPartitions, the ID can either be the partition name or number:
vparcreate –N nPar0001 –p vPar0001 -a cpu::6 -a mem::4096 -a
ioslot:6/2/3

• Consider that you want to create another virtual partition within the same nPartition, nPar0001,
with 2 cores, 8 gigabytes of RAM, and the HBA in IO extender 6, Bay 2, Slot 4.
vparcreate –N nPar0001 –p vPar0002

Use the vparmodify command to assign the resources.
vparmodify -p nPar0001:vPar0002 -a cpu::2 -a mem::8192 -a
ioslot:6/2/4

You can check the list of vPars and assigned resources using the following command:
vparstatus –N 1

[Virtual Partition]
Num Name                        RunState      State
=== ==========================  ============  =========
1   vPar0001                    DOWN          Inactive
2   vPar0002                    DOWN          Inactive

[Virtual Partition Resource Summary]
Virtual Partition               CPU      Num   Num   Granularity    Total MB
Num Name                        Min/Max  CPUs  IO     ILM   SLM    ILM    SLM
=== ==========================  =======  ====  ====  ===== =====  ====== ======
1   vPar0001                      0/  8   6     1     1024  1024   4096    0
2   vPar0002                      0/  8   2     1     1024  1024   8192    0

Booting a Virtual Partition
To boot a virtual partition, use the poweron command. The virtual partition must exist and be in
the DOWN RunState. To shutdown a booted virtual partition, see “Shutting Down or Rebooting a
Virtual Partition” (page 104).
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Booting from the CLI
To set the vPars environment, you must set the nPartition into vPars mode so that the next nPartition
boot allows you to boot into vPars mode. To set the nPartition mode:
1. Set the nPartition in vPar mode.

# parmodify –p <npar_name> -N vpars

2. Do one of the following:
a. poweron partition {nPartition identifier}[:{vPar identifier}] (Not

specifying a vPar will result in all of the vPars in the nPartition to be booted.)
b. Use the pe command to prompt you for the partition to activate:

Example 6 Booting a vPar

pe

This command controls power enable to a partition.

  Partition   Partition
  Number      Name
  ---------   ---------
  1           nPar0001
  2           nPar0002
  2:1         nPar0002:vPar0001
  Q)  Quit

  Select partition number: 2:1

  The power state is OFF for partition 2:1.
  In what state do you want the power? (ON/OFF) on

Managing: Modifying attributes of a Virtual Partition
You can modify the name of a virtual partition and its resource attributes using the vparmodify
command. For more information about resource attributes, see the vparmodify2 manpage on the
OS or the vparmodify help on the OA.

Examples
• To rename the virtual partition vPar0001 to Bergen:

vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p 1 -P Bergen

• To add two processors to the virtual partition Oslo (cpu and core syntax):
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a cpu::2

or
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a core::2

• To add two socket-local processors from enclosure 1, blade 2, socket 0 to the virtual partition
vPar0001 ((cpu and core syntax):
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a socket:1/2/0:cpu::2

or
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a socket:3/6/0:core::2
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• To delete 1 GB of Socket Local Memory on enclosure 1, blade 2, socket 0 from the same
virtual partition:
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -d socket:1/2/0:mem::1024

• To add the I/O card in IOX 6, I/O bay 2, slot 3 to the virtual partition (io and ioslot syntax):
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a io:6/2/0/0/2

or
vparmodify -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -a ioslot:6/2/3

Commands: Displaying vPars Resource Information (vparstatus)
On HP Integrity Superdome 2, the Partition Controller running on the OA maintains all the
information about the virtual partitions, including the current state of the virtual partitions and their
resources. To display this information, use the command vparstatus. This section describes the
possible states of a virtual partition and the common usages of the vparstatus command. This
information is also available in the OA GUI.

Virtual Partition States
Virtual partitions can either be in the active or inactive state. An inactive virtual partition can boot
as a single operating system. The initiation of the boot operation changes the state from inactive
to active.

Table 11 RunStates of an inactive Virtual Partition

DescriptionState

The virtual partition is fully halted. This is the result of a normal /etc/shutdown -h command,
or after it has been created.

DOWN

This run-state is displayed when a boot is initiated on a virtual partition. The virtual partition then
becomes active with an FWBOOT run-state.

ACTIVATING

This run-state is displayed when a shutdown or reboot of a virtual partition is being processed.DEACTIVATING1

This run-state is displayed when a reset of a virtual partition is being processed.RESETTING1

This run-state is displayed when an Machine Check Abort (MCA) of a virtual partition is being
processed.

MCA1

The virtual partition definition exists in the current partition specification and the nPartition is
booted in nPars mode.

DEFINED

The virtual partition definition is defined in an alternate partition specification.ALT_DEFINED
1 An inactive vPar can be in the DEACTIVATING, RESETTING or MCA RunStates, if it encounters an error or is interrupted

during the activation process.

Table 12 RunStates of an active Virtual Partition

DescriptionState

The virtual partition normally reaches this run-state from the ACTIVATING run-state when the
virtual partition is marked as active. This is a transitional run-state and normally reaches the EFI
run-state.

FWBOOT

The virtual partition reaches this run-state after the firmware boot process launches the EFI shell.EFI

The virtual partition reaches this run-state after the operating system is launched. This is a
transitional run-state and normally reaches the UP run-state.

OSBOOT

The virtual partition is in this run-state when the operating system is completely functional.UP

A shutdown/reboot/reset operation has been initiated on this partition.SHUT
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Table 12 RunStates of an active Virtual Partition (continued)

DescriptionState

This run-state is displayed while a shutdown/reboot of a virtual partition is being processed.DEACTIVATING

This run-state is displayed while a reset of a virtual partition is being processed.RESETTING

An MCA occurred in the virtual partition and is being processed.MCA

This run-state is displayed when an INIT of a virtual partition is being processed.INIT

The virtual partition in an unknown (error) run-state.UNKNOWN

vparstatus: Summary Information
The vparstatus command provides information about vPars and vPar assignable resources. For
the vparcreate and vparmodify commands, when invoked from the OA, you must use the –N
option to indicate which nPartition is to be considered. (The virtual partition commands work on
only one nPartition at a time.) This information is also displayed on the vPar Summary tab containing
nPartition's page in the OA GUI.

Examples
The following are some examples of displaying the vparstatus summary information:
• To display a summary format of all the resources in virtual partition 1:1

vparstatus -p 1 -N 1
[Virtual Partition]
Num Name                        RunState      State
=== ==========================  ============  =========
1   vPar0001                    DOWN          Inactive
[Virtual Partition Resource Summary]
Virtual Partition               CPU      Num   Num   Granularity    Total MB
Num Name                        Min/Max  CPUs  IO     ILM   SLM    ILM    SLM
=== ==========================  =======  ====  ====  ===== =====  ====== ======
1   vPar0001                      0/  8     6     1   1024  1024    4096      0

• To display the detailed attributes and resources of vpar1 in nPartition 1. This information is
also displayed on the Status tab of the vPar page in the OA GUI.
vparstatus -v -p 1:1
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:    1
Name:      vPar0001
RunState:  UP
State:     Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max:  0/64
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]:  1/1/0/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0
                        1/1/0/1
                        1/1/0/2
Non-socket-specific:
  User assigned [Count]:    0
  System assigned [Count]:  3
Socket-specific [Count]:  Socket-ID/Count
                            <none> 
[IO Details]
  [Root Port] [Slot]
  10/1/0/2/0   10/1/1

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB):  8192
ILM Granularity (MB):  512
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SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB):  1024
[OL* Details]
Sequence ID: N/A
Operation:   None
Status:      None

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number:  1
nPartition name:    nPar0001
Current boot mode:  vpars
Next boot mode:     vpars

• To display the detailed attributes and resources of vpar1 in machine-readable format:
vparstatus -M -p1:1
vPar0001;1:DOWN;Inactive::::0/8;;;;;0;6;:6/2/0/0/2;6/2/3:;4096;;;4096;1024;;;;1024:N/A;N/A;N/A:N:1;nPar0001;vpars;vpars

• To display the CPU-core configuration information:
vparstatus -d -N 1

CPU       Config Assigned to              Sibling Information
path      Status Num Name                 Path      Num Name
========= ====== === ==================== ========= === ====================
1/2/0/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/1   -   -
1/2/0/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/2   -   -
1/2/0/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/3   -   -
1/2/0/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/0   -   -
1/2/0/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/2   -   -
1/2/0/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/3   -   -
1/2/0/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/0   -   -
1/2/0/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/1   -   -
1/2/0/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/3   -   -
1/2/0/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/0   -   -
1/2/0/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/1   -   -
1/2/0/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/0/2   -   -
1/2/1/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/1   -   -
1/2/1/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/2   -   -
1/2/1/0   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/3   -   -
1/2/1/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/0   -   -
1/2/1/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/2   -   -
1/2/1/1   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/3   -   -
1/2/1/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/0   -   -
1/2/1/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/1   -   -
1/2/1/2   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/3   -   -
1/2/1/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/0   -   -
1/2/1/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/1   -   -
1/2/1/3   OK     -   -                    1/2/1/2   -   -

• To display the available resources in the nPartition:
vparstatus -N1 -A
[Available CPUs}: 15
[CPUs (path)]   : 1/5/0/1
                  1/5/0/2
                  1/5/0/3
                  1/5/1/0
                  1/5/1/1
                  1/5/1/2
                  1/5/1/3
                  2/5/0/0
                  2/5/0/1
                  2/5/0/2
                  2/5/0/3
                  2/5/1/0
                  2/5/1/1
                  2/5/1/2
                  2/5/1/3
[Socket CPU (Socket-ID Count)]:  1/5/0 3
                                 1/5/1 4
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                                 2/5/0 4
                                 2/5/1 4
[Available CPUs]:  2
[Available I/O devices (path)]:  [Root Port] [Slot]
                                  1/2/0/0/0   1/2/4
                                  1/2/0/0/2   1/2/5
                                  1/2/0/1/0   1/2/1
                                  1/2/0/1/2   1/2/2
                                  1/2/0/2/0   1/2/3
                                  1/2/0/2/2   1/2/6
                                  6/2/0/0/0   6/2/4
                                  6/2/0/1/0   6/2/5
                                  6/2/0/1/2   6/2/6
                                  6/2/0/2/0   6/2/1
                                  6/2/0/2/2   6/2/2
[Available ILM (MB)]:  124912
[Available SLM (Socket-ID MB)]:  1/2/0 0
                                 1/2/1 0

• To display the revisions of partition management tools:
vparstatus -r
Partition Management Software Revision: 1.0

For details on the state and run-state of the virtual partition, see “Virtual Partition States” (page
100).
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NOTE: The information about the configured vPars in the SD2 complex can be obtained from
the OA irrespective of the runstate of the nPartition or the vPars. You can use the vparstatus
-N <nParId> or parstatus -P [-v|-M] to list all vPars available in the SD2 complex.
Following examples shows the output of executing these commands on the OA:
parstatus -v -P

[Partition]

Partition Number: 1

Partition Name : nPar0001

vPar Num  vPar Name (first 30 characters)  State

========= ================================ ============

1         vPar0001                          Down

2         vPar0002            EFI

parstatus -M -P

partition: 1 :Active/RUN_VPARS: OK:2:1:30.0/0.0:nPar0001

parstatus -N1

[Virtual Partition]

Num       Name       RunState   State

========= ========== =========  ============

1         vPar0001   Down       Inactive

2         vPar0002  EFI        Active

[Virtual Partition Resource Summary]

Virtual Partition    CPU     Num    Num  Granularity  Total MB

Num     Name       Min/Max CPUs   IO   ILM   SLM  ILM   SLM

 =====   =========  ======= ====== ==== ===== ====== ===== ====

1       vPar0001   0/16    1      1    1024  4096    0

2       vPar0002   0/16    7      0    1024  1024    0

Shutting Down or Rebooting a Virtual Partition
A virtual partition can be powered off or rebooted gracefully using the HP-UX shutdown -h or
reboot -h command. Alternatively, a virtual partition can also be shutdown from the OA using
the poweroff command: poweroff partition <nParId:vParID>

Examples
• To poweroff a virtual partition:

Shutdown the virtual partition from the OS prompt shutdown -h or reboot -h

NOTE: This is a graceful shutdown and allows the OS to transition through the shutdown
process.
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To poweroff a virtual partition from the OA prompt, do one of the following:

◦ For graceful shutdown type:
poweroff partition 1:1

◦ For ungraceful shutdown (required whenever the partition is at the UEFI prompt) type:
poweroff partition 1:1 force

• To reset a virtual partition invoked from the OA:
reboot partition force 1:1

• To simulate a hard-reset, use the -h option:
vparreset -f -p 1:1 -h

or
poweroff partition 1:1 force

• To simulate a TOC reset, use the -t option:
vparreset -f -p 1:1 -t

or
vparreset -f -p 1:1

or
INIT partition 1:1

NOTE: On SD2, a vparreset always forces a crash dump, irrespective of whether the -t option
is used or not. If you prefer to avoid the dump, perform a hard-reset (vparreset with the -h option)
and follow it up with a poweron of the vPar to bring it up again.

Shutting down all Virtual Partitions
You can shut down all the virtual partitions within a hard partition when there is a hardware
problem, or when the nPartition modification requires the nPartition to be down. To gracefully
shutdown all the virtual partitions in an nPartition, run the following command:
poweroff partition <npar_id> OVERRIDE

To ungracefully shutdown all the virtual partitions in an nPartition, run the following command:
poweroff partition <npar_id> OVERRIDE FORCE

Managing: Removing a Virtual Partition
To remove a virtual partition, use the vparremove command to purge the virtual partition from
the parspec. Any resources dedicated to the virtual partition will be freed and can be allocated
to a different virtual partition.
You must shut down the virtual partition before removing it. If the target virtual partition is running,
vparremove will fail.

Example
To remove a virtual partition named vPar0001:
1. Login to the OA.
2. The partition must be in the Down state.

vparstatus -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001

If the virtual partition is running, it can be shutdown from the OA using poweroff command,
or from OS by running the following commands:
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# vparstatus -N 1
# shutdown -h

3. After the virtual partition is in the down state, remove the virtual partition vPar0001:
vparremove -N nPar0001 -p vPar0001 -f

CAUTION: Involuntary use of this command leads to unforeseen consequences. Therefore, you
must confirm the operation with the -f (force) option.

Managing: Modifying Virtual Partitions online
With the update of Dynamic Cores, the Superdome 2 supports the resizing of both vPars v5 and
nPars without rebooting the system. You can resize the partitions with the existing command
interfaces, but it is limited to changing the number of active cores in a running partition, not the
quantity of memory or I/O layout.

NOTE: The partition must be up and running HP-UX. The partitions which are at EFI cannot be
modified.

The other features of Dynamic Cores are:
• Moving the cores between the running vPars for load balancing.

• Moving the Right to Use (RTU) licenses between the running nPars or vPars on a complex with
iCAP cores or between complexes in a Global iCAP (GiCAP) group.

• Support for full Dynamic Processor Resiliency (DPR) – If a core in a vPar or nPar suffers a
deconfiguration, the system will deactivate the unhealthy core and attempt to activate a healthy
iCAP core (subject to availability of free iCAP cores). This help ensures that the vPars do not
suffer in performance due to a reduction in compute resources arising out of a deconfigured
core.

• LORA – With the Dynamic Cores release, firmware now supports core assignments to vPars
in a LORA aware manner. This means that the system will attempt to assign cores with minimal
distance from any locality memory in the vPar. This help ensures better performance due to
the proximity of cores to the socket local memory. This is true both at vPar activation and also
during online core addition.

Modifying the number of active cores in Virtual Partitions
The number of active cores are moved among the vPars to manage the load. The active cores can
also be used on systems purchased with Instant Capacity (iCAP) cores when purchasing additional
usage rights (RTUs) or using temporary iCAP (TiCAP).

NOTE: You cannot add and delete cores on the same command line when a vPar is UP.

The vparstatus command helps you to identify the resources which exist in the nPartition and
are not assigned to any vPar and also the resources that are in use in any given vPar.
vparstatus -N1 -A
[Available CPUs]: 15
[CPUs (path)]: 1/5/0/1
               1/5/0/2
               1/5/0/3
               1/5/1/0
               1/5/1/1
               1/5/1/2
               1/5/1/3
               2/5/0/0
               2/5/0/1
               2/5/0/2
               2/5/0/3
               2/5/1/0
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               2/5/1/1
               2/5/1/2
               2/5/1/3

[Socket CPU (Socket-ID Count)]: 1/5/0 3
                                1/5/1 4
                                2/5/0 4
                                2/5/1 4

[Available I/O devices (path)]: [Root Port] [Slot]
                                 1/1/0/0/2   1/1/5
                                 1/1/0/1/0   1/1/1
                                 1/1/0/1/2   1/1/2
                                 1/1/0/2/0   1/1/3
                                 1/1/0/2/2   1/1/6
                                 1/1/0/2/3   1/1/7
                                 1/3/0/0/0   1/3/4
                                 1/3/0/0/2   1/3/5
                                 1/3/0/1/0   1/3/1
                                 1/3/0/1/2   1/3/2
                                 1/3/0/2/0   1/3/3
                                 1/3/0/2/2   1/3/6
                                 1/3/0/2/3   1/3/7
                                 1/5/0/0/0   1/5/4
                                 1/5/0/0/2   1/5/5
                                 1/5/0/1/0   1/5/1
                                 1/5/0/1/2   1/5/2
                                 1/5/0/2/0   1/5/3
                                 1/5/0/2/2   1/5/6
                                 1/5/0/2/3   1/5/7
                                 2/5/0/0/2   2/5/5
                                 2/5/0/1/0   2/5/1
                                 2/5/0/2/0   2/5/3
                                 2/5/0/2/2   2/5/6
                                 2/5/0/2/3   2/5/7

[Available ILM (MB)]: 190432

[Available SLM (Socket-ID MB)]: 1/1/0 0
                                1/1/1 0
                                1/3/0 0
                                1/3/1 0
                                1/5/0 0
                                1/5/1 0
                                2/5/0 0
                                2/5/1 0

Adding cores to a running nPartition
You can use vparmodify command to add the unused core in the nPartition to any vPar on a
system with or without iCAP components. The command can run either from the OA, from the vPar
being modified, or from any other vPar in the same nPartition, that has appropriate permission
assigned to it (through the parperm command on the OA). The same methods of addition applies
to vPars both in the UP state as well as in DOWN state:
• By count: It is the simplest and most commonly used method to add cores. You can specify

the number of cores that should be added or the total number of cores that should be available
in the vPar. The format for this is either:
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl

MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —a cpu::{number of
cores to add}
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For example,
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:   1
Name:     vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max: 0/64
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0
                        1/1/0/1
                        1/1/0/2

Non-socket-specific:
User assigned [Count]:   0
System assigned [Count]: 3
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                             <none>

[IO Details}
 [Root Port] [Slot]
  10/1/0/2/0  10/1/1

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 8192
ILM Granularity (MB): 512
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB): 1024
[OL* Details]
Sequence ID: N/A
Operation:   None
Status:      None

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number: 1
nPartition name:   nPar0001
Current boot mode: vpars
Next boot mode:    vpars

vparmodify -N1 -p1 -a cpu::1

vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus 
with -v option to determine the completion status of the operation.
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v

[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:   1
Name:     vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPUs Details]
Min/Max:  0/64
User assigned [Path]:   
Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0
                        1/1/0/1
                        1/1/0/2
                        1/1/1/2
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Non-socket-specific:
User assigned [Count]:     0
System assigned [Count]:   4
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                          <none>
[IO Details]
 [Root Port] [Slot]
  10/1/0/2/0  10/1/1

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 8192
ILM Granularity (MB): 512
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB): 1024

[OL* Details]
Sequence ID: 1
Operation: CPU Addition
Status: PASS

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number: 1
nPartition name:   nPar0001
Current boot mode: vpars
Next boot mode:    vpars

NOTE:

◦ The following error message is displayed if there are insufficient cpu cores when you
perform add or delete operation in a virtual partition.

vparmodify -N1 -p1 -a cpu::2

Error: vparmodify command failed.

Error: Insufficient cpu cores during add or delete

in a virtual partition.

◦ The following error message is displayed if the number of cpu cores specified with the
-m option is equal to the total number of cores in the vPar.

vparmodify -N1 -p1 -m cpu::8

Error: vparmodify command failed.

Error: An input parameter does not 

meet expected format.

or
MyComplex> vparmodify —p {npar_id:vpar_id} —a cpu::{number of cores
to add}

or
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —m cpu::{total number
of cores to be set}

or
MyComplex> vparmodiofy —p {npar_id:vpar_id} —m cpu::{total number
of cores to be set}

or as from an OS prompt:
# vparmodify —p {vpar_id} —a cpu::{ number of cores to add}
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or
# vparmodify —p {vpar_id} —m cpu::{total number of cores to be set}

When you add cores by count, the partitioning firmware selects the best fit from the available
cores on a LORA enabled system. The firmware finds the cores on the same socket or on the
socket that is closest to the memory that is already in the vPar.

• By specifying socket along with count: In this method, you can manually select the socket from
which the cores must be added, and then specify the number of cores you want from that
socket. You can use a single command to add cores from multiple sockets. If you specify more
cores than the number available on any of the sockets, the command fails. When you add
by count, you can either specify the number of cores to add from each socket, or the total
number of cores that should be in use from each socket. The format for this is either:
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —a
socket:{socket_id}:cpu::{number of cores to add}

For example,

vparmodify -N 1 -p 1 -a socket:1/3/1:cpu::1
vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run 
vparstatus with -v option to determine the completion 
status of the operation.
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:   1
Name:     vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max: 0/32
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]:  1/1/1/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/1/0
                        1/3/1/0
                        1/3/1/3
                        1/5/0/0
                        1/5/0/1
                        1/5/0/2
                        1/5/0/3
                        1/5/1/0
                        1/5/1/1
                        1/5/1/2
                        1/5/1/3
                        2/5/0/0
                        2/5/0/1
                        2/5/0/2
                        2/5/0/3
                        2/5/1/0
                        2/5/1/1
                        2/5/1/2
                        2/5/1/3
Non-socket-specific:
User assigned [Count]:   0
System assigned [Count]: 18
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                          1/3/1   1

[IO Details]
[Root Port] [Slot]
2/5/0/0/0    2/5/4
5/1/0/0/0    5/1/4
5/1/0/0/2    5/1/3
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5/1/0/1/0    5/1/5
5/1/0/1/2    5/1/6
5/1/0/2/0    5/1/1
5/1/0/2/2    5/1/2

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 2048
ILM Granularity (MB): 1024
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB): 1024

[OL* Details]
Sequence ID:  12
Operation: CPU Addition
Status: PASS

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number: 1
nParitiion name:   nPar0001
Current boot mode: vpars
Next boot mode:    vpars

or
My Complex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —m
socket:{socket_id}:cpu::{total number of cores to be set}

• By individual core hardware path: In this method you can explicitly specify each individual
core. The format for this method is —a cpu:{enclosure}/{blade}/{socket}/{core}. For more
information on hardware paths, see vparresources and vparmodify help pages on the OA
and manpages on HP-UX.

Systems with iCAP have the following differences:
1. You must have both physically available cores and available Right to Use (RTU) licenses (or

a positive Temporary Instant Capacity balance and authorization to use it).
2. The iCAP subsystem provides you an additional method for making online modifications

(beyond vparmodify). You can also use the icapmodify to add, remove, or set the total
number of cores, but it can done only by count method. This command can be run from either
the OA or the partition that is being modified. The format for this is:

MyComplex> icapmodify —p {npar_id:vpar_id} —[as] {count}

or, as issued from the OS command line in the affected partition:
# icapmodify —[as] {count}

The system selects the best available cores when it uses the icapmodify command on a LORA
enabled system.

Deleting cores from a running nPartition
Cores can be deleted online in the same way that it is added. The vparmodify command is used
to delete the cores. For complexes with iCAP components both vparmodify and icapmodify
commands are used. Similar to core addition, the cores can be deleted by specifying:
• count of cores to be removed

• a count of cores from a specific socket to be removed

• individual cores specified by hardware path

NOTE: The boot processor cannot be removed from a running vPar, so online operations must
keep at least one core in the vPar.
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The following are the three ways of deleting cores:

• By count: You must have at least one more core than the count, as used in either of the following
commands:
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —d cpu::{count}

For example,
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:   1
Name:     vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max: 0/64
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0
                        1/1/0/1
                        1/1/0/2
                        1/1/1/2
Non-socket-specific:
 User assigned [Count]: 0
 System assigned [Count]: 4
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                            <none>

[IO Details]
 {Root Port] [Slot]
  10/1/0/2/0  10/1/1

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 8192
ILM Granularity (MB): 512
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB): 1024
[OL* Details]
Sequence ID: 1
Operation: CPU Addition
Status: PASS

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number: 1
nPartition name:   nPar0001
Current boot mode: vpars
Next boot mode:    vpars

vparmodify -N1 -p1 -d cpu::1
vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus
with -v option to determine the completion status of the operation.
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:  1
Name:    vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max: 0/64
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]: 1/1/0/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/0/0
                        1/1/0/1
                        1/1/0/2
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Non-socket-specific:
 User assigned [Count]:   0
 System assigned [Count]: 3
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                          <none>

[IO Details]
[Root Port] [Slot]
 10/1/0/2/0  10/1/1

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 8192
ILM Granularity (MB): 512
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB): 1024

[OL* Details]
Sequence ID: 2
Operation: CPU Deletion
Status: PASS

[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number: 1
nPartition name:   nPar0001
Current boot mode: vpars
Next boot mode:    vpars

or
MyComplex> icapmodify —p {npar_id:vpar_id} —d {count}

You can also use the following command to specify the number of cores you want for the vPar:
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —m cpu::{count}

MyComplex> icapmodify —p {npar_id:cpar_id} —s {count}

or you can use the following command from the OS prompt:
# vparmodify —p {vpar_id} —d cpu::{count}

# icapmodify —d {count}

# vparmodify —p {vpar_id} —m cpu::{count}

# icapmodify —s {count}

If LORA mode is enabled in HP-UX, the system selects the appropriate cores to delete using
LORA algorithms.

NOTE: During online deletion, the operating system can delete any core irrespective of the
method in which it is added to the vPar. But when the vPar is DOWN, the cores must be
deleted in the method in which it is added.

If you reduce the number of cores in use, the command failure due to running out of Right of
Use will not occur. On a complex with iCAP components, it is necessary to delete and release
RTUs before addition, regardless of how many physical cores are idle.

• By specifying socket along with count: This method is similar to socket based core addition
which is done by vparmodify command. The number of cores available in the vPar must
be enough to allow the removal of cores specified on the socket in addition to retaining a
boot processor. The command fails if the boot processor is on the selected socket and the
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vparmodify command removes the last core from that socket, or removes more cores than
the cores available in vPar on that socket. The format for deletion of cores is:
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —d
socket:{socket_id}:cpu::{count}

For example,
vparmodify -N1 -p1 -d socket:1/3/1:cpu::1
vparmodify: Operation initiated successfully. Please run vparstatus 
with -v option to determine the completion status of the operation.
vparstatus -p 1:1 -v
[Virtual Partition Details]
Number:  1
Name:    vPar0001
RunState: UP
State:    Active

[CPU Details]
Min/Max: 0/32
User assigned [Path]:
Boot processor [Path]:  1/1/1/0
System assigned [Path]: 1/1/1/0
                        1/3/1/3
                        1/5/0/0
                        1/5/0/1
                        1/5/0/2
                        1/5/0/3
                        1/5/1/1
                        1/5/1/2
                        1/5/1/3
                        2/5/0/0
                        2/5/0/1
                        2/5/0/2
                        2/5/0/3
                        2/5/1/0
                        2/5/1/1
                        2/5/1/2
                        2/5/1/3

Non-socket-specific:
User assigned [Count]:   0
System assigned [Count]: 18
Socket-specific [Count]: Socket-ID/Count
                           <none>

[IO Details]
[Root Port] [Slot]
2/5/0/0/0    2/5/4
5/1/0/0/0    5/1/4
5/1/0/0/2    5/1/3
5/1/0/1/0    5/1/5
5/1/0/1/2    5/1/6
5/1/0/2/0    5/1/1
5/1/0/2/2    5/1/2

[Memory Details]
ILM Total (MB): 2048
ILM Granularity (MB): 1024
SLM (Socket-ID MB):
SLM Granularity (MB):1024

[OL* Details]
Sequence ID:  13
Operation: CPU Deletion
Status: PASS
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[Containing nPartition Details]
nPartition number:  1
nPartition name:    nPar0001
Current boot mode:  vpars
Next boot mode:     vpars

or
MyComplex> vparmodify —N {npar_id} —p {vpar_id} —m
socket:{socket_is}:cpu::{count}

NOTE: The system deletes any core from that socket irrespective of the method in which the
core from that socket is added to the vPar (by count, by socket specified count, or by path).

• By individual core hardware path: This method is similar to addition. You can specify cores
that you want to delete, only if you do not specify the boot processor. The format for deletion
of cores is —d cpu:{enclosure}/{blade}/{socket}/{core}.

NOTE: After the deletion is complete you can reassign the resources (either cores or RTUs
or both). If the system is busy, it might take few minutes after the command exits to the prompt
(which occurs without waiting for completion). If the system uses Temporary Instant Capacity
(TiCAP), the TiCAP consumption is reduced by the number of cores deactivated.

Moving cores between partitions (vPars)
If you want to move cores between partitions, you must delete the cores from the source partition
and then add the cores to the target partition. There are no single step tools to move cores. The
cores may be deleted using any of the methods discussed above, and then added to the target
partition using any of the methods discussed above (count-based, socket-based or by path).

Modifying the number of active cores in nPartition without vPars (iCAP only)
nPartitions are specified in a granularity of blades, on a complex with iCAP components it is
common to have some of the cores on the blades inactive. The following three methods can be
used to increase the size of an nPartition when it is necessary:
1. Release cores in another nPartition (if using GiCAP, the other nPartition may be on any machine

in the GiCAP group), to freeze RTUs, then use the frozen RTUs to activate cores in the target
partition.

2. Authorize or pre-authorize the use of TiCAP with the icapmodify command.
3. Purchased additional RTUs.

Activating or deactivating cores in a running nPartition
You must use icapmodify to modify the number of active cores in a running partition because
nPartitions work at a granularity of the entire blade. When you use icapmodify, it does not change
the blades which are in the nPartition, nor does it change the blades that are activated for the
boot. To add cores successfully to an nPartition, icapmodify requires both available RTUs and
sufficient number of inactive cores on active blades within the partition. The command format is:
MyComplex> icapmodify —p {npar_id} —[ads] {count}

Moving Right to use between nPars
You can move the RTUs across nPartitions. In this process, you must use the icapmodify command
to deactivate cores in an nPartition (causing the RTUs to be freed up), and then activating free
cores (iCAP cores) in another nPartition using the freed up RTUs. icapmodify is the only supported
method of performing online operations on nPartitions.
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Boot options management for partitions
On HP Superdome 2 servers, each virtual partition has its own instance of UEFI. This means that
an OS in a virtual partition can be booted from the UEFI, just like an nPartition. Standard
UEFI/loader/OS mechanisms can be used to set boot disks, specify kernel paths and kernel boot
options for a vPar.

NOTE: Consequently, there is no support for specifying boot disk, kernel boot path or kernel
boot options in the vPar commands. OS commands like setboot now directly operate on the stable
storage of the virtual partition instead of updating the vpdb (which used to be the case on earlier
platforms).

For example, if you are logged into virtual partition Oslo2 and execute the command:
 Oslo2# setboot -b on

this would set the "autoboot" attribute to "ON" in the stable storage of virtual partition Oslo2.
On Superdome 2 platforms, when running in a vPar OS, the following options of the setboot
command may be used to alter boot settings on a virtual partition:

-p : To set the primary boot path

-a : To set the alternate boot path

-b : sets the autoboot attribute for the vPar

-h : sets the HA-alternate path for the vPar

Alternatively, the boot options can also be managed from the UEFI Shell. For details on managing
boot options at the UEFI Shell, see the HP-UX Installation guide at:
http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-core-docs
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9 Installing or Removing the vPars product from the OS
This chapter addresses the following topics:
• Before You Install the vPars Software

• “Installing vPars” (page 117)

• “Bundle Names” (page 119)

• “Ignite-UX Cookbook” (page 119)

• “Removing the vPars Product” (page 119)

Before You Install the vPars Software
You must have a complete understanding of vPars before attempting installation. For more
information, see the “Planning Your System for Virtual Partitions” (page 78).
Related Information

• For information on the installation of HP-UX and what is supported for your HP-UX version,
see the HP-UX 11i Installation and Update Guide and the HP-UX 11i Release Notes for your
OS version.

• For information on swinstall and software depots, see the manual "Software Distributor
Administration Guide for HP-UX".

• For information on how to install an Ignite-UX server, install HP-UX using Ignite-UX, and recover
clients from media or over the network, see the Ignite-UX Administration Guide.

• For information on HP Superdome 2 Installation, see the HP Superdome 2 Installation Guide.

Installing vPars
You can install the vPars software using either media or a network depot. To install vPars:
1. Verify or correct the memory granularity. For more information, see “Parspec change policy”

(page 92).
2. Set the nPartition to boot in vPar mode.
3. If you are using the enclosure DVD drive for installation, ensure that the iLO is connected to

the vPar. Run the following command:
vparmodify -a ioslot:enclosure#/blade#/6.

4. Power on the partition and stop at the UEFI Shell prompt.
Installing through a Media (using an Ignite server)
a. Load the media into the enclosure DVD drive.
b. Connect the DVD to the vPar using the set partition dvd connect <vpar>

command.
c. At the UEFI Shell prompt, run the map –r –b command.
d. Switch to the DVD, Shell> fsXX, and type install.

NOTE: XX is an integer used to specify which device to work from.

e. For next steps on installing through media, see steps 5 to 7.
Repeat the above steps, 1 through 4, for each vPar.
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Installing through a Network with non-directed LAN boot (using an Ignite server). Requires
boot server to respond to client request.
a. Enter lanboot select at the UEFI shell.
b. Select the desired LAN, for example, 01.
c. Wait for the boot server to reply, and load the boot file (For Example: nbp.efi), then

choose the operating system you want to install.
Installing through a Network with directed LAN boot (using an Ignite server), using static client
configuration.
a. Enter the following lanboot line at the UEFI shell:

"lanboot select -cip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -gip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx –m xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx –sip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -b
 "/opt/ignite/boot/nbp.efi"" 

where:
• -cip is the IP assigned to site LAN.

• -gip is the gateway IP.

• -m is the submask.

• -sip is the IP of the Ignite server.
b. Select the desired LAN, for example, 01.
c. Wait for the boot server to reply, and load the boot file, then choose the operating system

you want to install.
Installing through a Network with directed LAN boot (using an Ignite server), using a DHCP
server to provide client configuration.
a. Enter the following lanboot line at the UEFI shell:

"lanboot select –sip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -b "/opt/ignite/boot/nbp.efi"" 

b. Select the desired LAN, for example, 01.
c. Wait for the DHCP and boot server to reply, and load the boot file, then choose the

operating system you want to install.
Installing through a Network (using an Ignite server)
a. Enter the following dbprofile line at the UEFI shell:

"dbprofile -dn testprofile -sip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -cip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
 -gip xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -m xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -b "/opt/ignite/boot/nbp.efi"" 

where:
• -sip is the IP of the Ignite server.

• -cip is the IP assigned to site LAN.

• -gip is the gateway IP. (usually the same as cip)

• -m is the submask.
b. At the UEFI shell, enter lanboot select -dn testprofile.
c. Select the desired LAN, for example, 01.
d. Choose the operating system you want to install.

5. The HP-UX installation screen appears. Using the Ignite-UX server to install the necessary
bundles. This includes the HP-UX OE, patches, the Quality Pack bundle, the vPars bundle, and
other vPars-related bundles you want to install.
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6. Installing a vPar is similar to installing an nPar. For the next steps on vPars product installation
on HP-UX, see the HP-UX Installation and Update Guide at:
http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-core-docs.

7. To disconnect the DVD drive, use the set partition dvd disconnect npar:vpar
command.

IMPORTANT: This is a mandatory step to enable the DVD drive for future installations.

For information on using the vPars commands, see the following sections:
• “Managing: Creating a Virtual Partition” (page 98)

• “Booting a Virtual Partition” (page 98)

Bundle Names
You can install vPars on an existing HP-UX installation directly from a depot, DVD, or from an
Ignite-UX server.

vPars Product Bundles
The vPars bundle name is T1335DC, vPars A.05.07 for HP-UX 11i v3.

NOTE: For information on versions, including vPars version, OS versions, and other product
versions required to run with vPars, see the document HP-UX Virtual Partitions Ordering and
Configuration Guide available at:
www.hp.com/go/hpux-vpars-docs

Ignite-UX Cookbook
For information on how to install an Ignite-UX server, install HP-UX using Ignite-UX, and recover
clients from media or over the network, see the
nl

Ignite-UX Administration Guide at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-core-docs.

Removing the vPars Product
To remove the vPars product, run the swremove command from the target virtual partition. For
example, to remove the vPars product from the partition winona3:
winona3# /usr/sbin/swremove -x autoreboot=true VirtualPartition

The product is removed.

IMPORTANT: Remove the vPars product only at the product level (VirtualPartition). Do not remove
the vPars product at the bundle level (T1335DC). Recommended kernel patches are included in
the vPars bundle; if the bundle is removed, the kernel patches will also be removed.
nl

For more information on bundles and patches, see the Patch Management Guide for HP-UX 11.x
at http://docs.hp.com.
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10 Support and other resources
Contacting HP

Before you contact HP
Be sure to have the following information available before you call contact HP:

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product serial number

• Product model name and number

• Product identification number

• Applicable error message

• Add-on boards or hardware

• Third-party hardware or software

• Operating system type and revision level

HP contact information
For the name of the nearest HP authorized reseller:

• See the Contact HP worldwide (in English) webpage (http://welcome.hp.com/country/us/
en/wwcontact.html).

For HP technical support:

• In the United States, for contact options see the Contact HP United States webpage (http://
welcome.hp.com/country/us/en/contact_us.html). To contact HP by phone:

◦ Call 1-800-HP-INVENT (1-800-474-6836). This service is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. For continuous quality improvement, calls may be recorded or monitored.

◦ If you have purchased a Care Pack (service upgrade), call 1-800-633-3600. For more
information about Care Packs, see the HP website (http://www.hp.com/hps).

◦ In other locations, see the Contact HP worldwide (in English) webpage (http://
welcome.hp.com/country/us/en/wwcontact.html)

Subscription service
HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website:
http://www.hp.com/country/us/en/contact_us.html After registering, you will receive email
notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, firmware updates, and other product
resources.

Documentation feedback
HP welcomes your feedback. To make comments and suggestions about product documentation,
send a message to docsfeedback@hp.com. Include the document title and manufacturing part
number. All submissions become the property of HP.

Related information
The following documents [and websites] provide related information:
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Table 13 Documentation and its location

WebsiteDocuments

http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bizsupport/TechSupport/Product.jsp?
lang=en&cc=us&prodTypeId=15351&prodCatId=321933

HP Superdome 2 Onboard Administrator User
Guide
HP Superdome 2 Onboard Administrator
Command Line Interface User Guide

www.hp.com/go/hpux-vpars-docsVirtual Partition documentation

http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-core-docsHP-UX System documentation

http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-clickable-manpagesPartition commands

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/ErrorPages/us/en/Error404.htmlPartition Management Techniques for HP
Superdome 2

Typographic conventions
This document uses the following typographical conventions:
%, $, or # A percent sign represents the C shell system prompt. A dollar sign

represents the system prompt for the Bourne, Korn, and POSIX
shells. A number sign represents the superuser prompt.

audit(5) A manpage. The manpage name is audit, and it is located in
Section 5.

Command A command name or qualified command phrase.
Computer output Text displayed by the computer.
Ctrl+x A key sequence. A sequence such as Ctrl+x indicates that you

must hold down the key labeled Ctrl while you press another key
or mouse button.

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE The name of an environment variable, for example, PATH.
ERROR NAME The name of an error, usually returned in the errno variable.
Key The name of a keyboard key. Return and Enter both refer to the

same key.
Term The defined use of an important word or phrase.
User input Commands and other text that you type.
Variable The name of a placeholder in a command, function, or other

syntax display that you replace with an actual value.
[] The contents are optional in syntax. If the contents are a list

separated by |, you must choose one of the items.
{} The contents are required in syntax. If the contents are a list

separated by |, you must choose one of the items.
... The preceding element can be repeated an arbitrary number of

times.
Indicates the continuation of a code example.

| Separates items in a list of choices.
WARNING A warning calls attention to important information that if not

understood or followed will result in personal injury or
nonrecoverable system problems.

CAUTION A caution calls attention to important information that if not
understood or followed will result in data loss, data corruption,
or damage to hardware or software.
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IMPORTANT This alert provides essential information to explain a concept or
to complete a task

NOTE A note contains additional information to emphasize or supplement
important points of the main text.
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A Partition commands
This appendix contains a summary of the Partition commands and descriptions of their use.

Table 14 Partition Commands Descriptions

DescriptionCommand

Creates a new nPartition.parcreate

Displays or changes default values of certain nPartition attributes.pardefault

Modifies an existing nPartition.parmodify

Configure partition configuration privilege for nPartitions and vPars.parperm

NOTE: This command is available only from the OA.

Removes an existing nPartition.parremove

Displays nPartition information and hardware details for a server complex.parstatus

Creates a new Virtual Partition.vparcreate

Boots a Virtual Partition.vparboot

Renames or modifies the resources of a Virtual Partition.vparmodify

Resets a Virtual Partition.vparreset

Removes an existing Virtual Partition.vparremove

Displays information about one or more Virtual Partitions.vparstatus

For more information on the Partition commands, see http://www.hp.com/go/
hpux-clickable-manpages.
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Glossary
assignable
resource

The resources that a customer can designate to be assigned to a partition.

Blade A board that contains CPUs, memory, slots for C-class mezzanine cards, and onboard NICs. A
blade is the equivalent of a cell in terms of being the unit of assignment for defining nPartitions.

complex A collection of blade enclosures and IOXs cabled together and under the control of a single
active, monarch OA (ignoring OA failures). For example, the smallest possible HP Superdome
2 complex is a single enclosure with no external IOX; the largest possible HP Superdome 2
complex is four enclosures with the maximum number of external IOXs.

Current Partition
Specification

The parspec that is currently associated with the instance of the nPartition defined by the parspec.
Changes to the parspec are also reflected as changes to the nPartition, and vice versa.

Deconfigured The term used to describe the health of a resource that has been marked as unusable by the
Health Repository. Such a resource will be excluded from partition activity.

EFI Extensible Firmware Interface.
fast_init A configurable setting from UEFI to control I/O driver connection during partition boot. The UEFI

Shell ioconfig command can be used to view and change the fast_init setting, however turning
fast_init OFF is not recommended.

I/O Bay An I/O bay consists of an IOH and the associated set of root complexes and corresponding root
ports. Each I/O bay in a BIOX can be assigned to a different nPartition.

ILM Interleaved Memory. Is implemented as Partition Memory in HP Superdome 2, which includes
Direct Access Partition Memory and Agent Access Partition Memory

Indicted The term used to describe the health of a resource that might be exhibiting symptoms of a problem
that can be corrected. Such a resource is marked for indictement by the Health Repository on the
OA, and parcon reports the health of such resources as Indicted.

IOH or I/O Hub The term specifies the PCIe I/O hub chip under the blade or iobay.
IOX I/O eXpansion chassis. A unit that can be added to a HP Superdome 2 complex (via connections

to the XBAR backplane and CAMNET) to add I/O slots to the complex.
LORA Locality Optimized Resource Assignment. Assignments of cores and socket-local memory slices

which span the minimum number of latency localities.
nPartition A partition that is assigned one or more blades and optionally zero or more I/O bays. An

nPartition can run a single OS (either a standalone OS or an HPVM host), or an nPar can be
sub-divided into customer-defined vPars. An HP Superdome 2 nPar works like an nPar on cellular
servers.

NVRAM Non-volatile random-access memory is RAM that retains its information when power is turned off,
and is used to store settings that must remain available on the next boot.

Partition Memory The memory that is interleaved across all the blades in an nPartition.
Partition Number A unique numeric value assigned to a partition.
SLM Socket Local Memory. Interleaved across the memory controllers of a single CPU socket. SLM

replaces the concept of cell local memory on cellular servers.
UEFI Unified Extensible Firmware Interface is an industry specification that defines the interface between

an operating system and platform firmware.
UEFI Front Page The first user interface provided during partition boot to UEFI. It allows users to stop automatic

boot entry execution, and interact with UEFI. For example, launch the UEFI Shell command line
interface.

vPar Virtual Partition. A partition that exists within an nPar. A vPar is assigned CPU cores, ranges of
ILM and SLM, and root ports from the containing nPar. An HP Superdome 2 vPar works like a
vPar on cellular servers, except that there is no vPars monitor on HP Superdome 2.
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